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Abstract

This paper describes interval methods, automatic differentiation, and the im-
plementation of a validated solver for one-dimensional non-autonomous ODE’s.
Interval and automatic differentiation methods are implemented in MATLAB
using operator overloading. The verification of existence and uniqueness of
solutions to ODE’s is based on the classical Picard-Lindelöf theorem. The com-
putation of interval enclosures of solutions is done using a higher order Taylor
polynomial approximation with a thin polynomial term and a interval remainder
term.
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1 Introduction

Consider the problem of computing a continuously differentiable function x that
satisfies the initial value problem{

x′(t) = f(t, x(t)), t ≥ t0

x(t0) = x0

(1)

We say that a computed result is validated if we have a guarantee of its math-
ematical correctness. This paper considers the problem of computing validated
solutions to the initial value problem (1). This means that we compute bounds
such that the solution is guaranteed to exist within these bounds. If the right-
hand-side function f depends on time t only through the state variable x, then
the differential equation (1) is said to be autonomous, otherwise it is said to be
non-autonomous. This paper consists of two parts. The first part is theoreti-
cal, containing background material needed to develop a validated ODE solver.
The second part deals with the implementation of a validated ODE solver.
We give a detailed description of a validated solver for the one-dimensional
non-autonomous case. For the implementation, we use MATLAB as our pro-
gramming language. In section 2 we give a short description of how comput-
ers represent and process numbers, the floating point system and its arith-
metic. Rather than doing computations with computer-representable numbers,
we will do computations with representable intervals, which are defined to be
ordered pairs of representable numbers. The basic idea is that every real number
x∈R, representable or not, can be enclosed by an interval [x, x] with computer-
representable endpoints x, x. For example, the irrational number π is not exactly
representable but can certainly be enclosed by the representable interval [3, 4]
which could serve as our imprecise but rigorous estimate of π. The method of
working with intervals of R rather than with its points is called interval analysis
and it will be presented in section 3. Our approach to compute solutions to (1)
will be based on a Taylor method where we enclose the solution using a Taylor
polynomial part and a interval remainder part. For this method to work we
must be able to make interval evaluations of higher order Taylor coefficients. In
section 4 we show how one can automatically evaluate Taylor coefficients of high
order without the use of algebraic expressions for the derivatives (such as that
obtained from symbolic differentiation programs) nor the use of approximations
such as divided differences. By combining the methods of interval analysis and
automatic differentiation, we compute guaranteed enclosures of derivatives. In
section 5 we consider a verification condition for proving existence and unique-
ness of solutions to (1). The verification of solutions are based on the classical
Picard-Lindelöf theorem. Section 6 deals with the computer implementation of
interval analysis, auto-differentiation and the validated ODE solver. We give
detailed description of the algorithms and source code and illustrate with some
examples.
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2 The Floating point number system

A floating point number x is a number which can be written in the form

x = (−1)σ ×m× be

where σ ∈ {1, −1} is called the sign, m is called the mantissa, b is called the
base, and e is called the exponent.

We only consider the so-called double format floating point numbers, which
are numbers restricted to be of the form

x = (−1)σ × (x0.x1 . . . x52)2 × 2e

where σ ∈ {1, −1}, xi ∈ {0, 1}, for i = 0, . . . , 52, and e ∈ {−1022, . . . , 1023}.

We define F to be the set of double format floating point numbers.
The set F is symmetric around 0, i.e., −F = F.

The smallest number in F that is strictly larger than 1, is called Machine epsilon
(εM). For the double format, εM = 2−52 ≈ 2.2204× 10−16.

A mapping © : R → F is called rounding if it is monotonic and fixes every point
in F, i.e.,

x ≤ y ⇒©x ≤ ©y

x ∈ F ⇒©(x) = x

There are four main rounding operations: round upwards (towards inf ), down-
wards (towards -inf ), towards zero (which also is called truncation) and to near-
est (and ties rounds to even). The round upwards and downwards operations
always round in the same direction, and are therefore said to be directed (and
the last two are said to be non-directed since the rounding direction may vary).
Rounding to nearest (ties to even) is usually the default rounding mode on most
computers. The only rounding modes that will be of interest to us are the di-
rected ones. We will use these excert to control on the approximation error,
to obtain two-sided bounds of the mathematically correct results. Upwardly
directed rounding will be denoted by an upwardly directed arrow, ↑, and down-
wardly directed rounding will be denoted by a downwardly directed arrow, ↓.

To see how one can read and set the rounding mode in MATLAB, look at the
M-files roundmode and setround.

The IEEE standard specifies that the four arithmetic operations, addition (+),
subtraction (−), multiplication (×) and division (/), together with the square
root (√), should all be performed with maximum quality. This means that, for
given numbers a, b ∈ F, and arithmetic operation ∗ ∈ {+,−,×, /}, the results
a∗ b and

√
a, must be identical to the result obtained by approximating the

mathematically correct result with the appropriate neighboring floating point
number. That is, if the mathematically correct result r = a∗b is strictly between
two consequtive floating point numbers, f1 < r < f2, and the rounding mode is
upwards, then the result is f2 and if the rounding mode is downwards, then the
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result is f1.

Because of the sparseness of the floating point numbers F, floating point arith-
metic computations are not mathematically correct, but there are special cir-
cumstances under which we can get mathematically correct computations. One
such special circumstance is the subtraction of close numbers, known as the
exact subtraction lemma.

Lemma 1. (Exact Subtraction) If x and y are floating point numbers and
x/2 ≤ y ≤ 2x, then x− y is a floating point number.

For a proof of this Lemma, see, for instance, [2].

Even if the arithmetic operations work with maximum quality on a computer
it is not enough to prevent violations of several important algebraic identities
(which hold on the real number system R). The commutative law for addition
and multiplication, a+b = b+a and a×b = b×a, hold true, but the associative
laws, (a + b) + c = a + (b + c), a× (b× c) = (a× b)× c and the distributive law,
a(b + c) = ab + ac, do not hold.

Example 1. Suppose the rounding mode is round to nearest ties to even.

Violation of the associative law for addition:

(1 + εM/2) + εM/2 = 1
1 + (εM/2 + εM/2) = 1 + εM

Violation of the distributive law:

(1 + εM/2)1.5 = 1.5
1.5 + (εM/2)1.5 = 1.5 + εM

By dividing and then multiplying with the same number we may not retrieve the
original quantity. For example, (7/50)50 6= 7.

Without the associative and the distributive law, the accuracy of a function
evaluation depends on the particular order of the sub-expression evaluations.
For more information on floating point computations, see for instance [2].
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3 Interval analysis

3.1 Interval analysis over R
Define the set of nonempty compact intervals on the real line

IR .= { [a, b] | a, b ∈ R, a ≤ b } (2)

We will use a standard1 bracket-and-bar notation for intervals. An interval [x, x]
with left endpoint x and right endpoint x is simply written as [x].

Definition 1. An interval [x] is said to be thin if x = x.

Definition 2. (Interval arithmetic) We extend the four basic arithmetic oper-
ators, addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, defined on R × R to
operators on defined on IR× IR, by

[x] + [y] .= { x + y | x ∈ [x], y ∈ [y] }
[x]− [y] .= { x− y | x ∈ [x], y ∈ [y] }
[x]× [y] .= { x× y | x ∈ [x], y ∈ [y] }

[x]/[y] .= { x/y | x ∈ [x], y ∈ [y] }, if 0 /∈ [y]

(3)

The division [x]/[y] is undefined if 0 ∈ [y].

The interval-arithmetic operations reduce to the real-arithmetic operations if
and only if both involved operands are thin. It follows directly from the def-
inition (3) that interval arithmetic operations are inclusion monotonic: Let
∗ ∈ {+, −, ×, / },

If [x] ⊆ [a] and [y] ⊆ [b], then [x] ∗ [y] ⊆ [a] ∗ [b] (4)

where we assume 0 /∈ [y] for division. So, interval arithmetic operators are sharp
inclusion monotonic extensions of the corresponding real arithmetic operators.

The following proposition is of computational importance. It says that interval
arithmetic operations result in intervals that can be expressed with the end-
points of the operands.

Proposition 1. (Interval arithmetic computation)

[x] + [y] = [x + y, x + y]

[x]− [y] = [x− y, x− y]

[x]× [y] = [minΠ,max Π], where Π .= {xy, xy, xy, xy}
[x]/[y] = [x]× [1/y, 1/y], if 0 /∈ [y]

(5)

A proof of this proposition can be found in [4].

The result of an arithmetic operation over IR (with exception of division when
undefined) is an element in IR, so each operator ∗ ∈ {+,−,×, /} defines an

1standard in the interval analysis community
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operator ∗ : IR× IR → IR.

For the rest of the paper, the multiplication operator × will not be written out,
we will supress it, and the multiplication of two intervals [x] and [y], will be
written as [x][y].

Interval addition and multiplication are commutative and associative

[x] + [y] = [y] + [x], [x][y] = [y][x]
([x] + [y]) + [z] = [x] + ([y] + [z]), ([x][y])[z] = [x]([y][z])

In general, the distributivity, [x]([y] + [z]) = [x][y] + [x][z], does not hold true.

Example 2. [0, 1]([1, 2] + [−2,−1]) = [−1, 1], but, [0, 1][1, 2] + [0, 1][−2,−1] =
[−2, 2]

The following weaker property, so-called, sub-distributivity holds true,

[x]([y] + [z]) ⊆ [x][y] + [x][z]

There are special cases, however, where distributivity do hold. For example, it
is true that

[x]([y] + [z]) = [x][y] + [x][z] if [y][z] ⊆ [0,∞]

Interval extensions of real functions

Definition 3. (Interval extension) Consider an interval D∈IR and a function
f :D→R. An interval function F : D ∩ IR → IR is said to be an extension of f
on D if

f(ξ)∈F ([ξ, ξ]) for all ξ∈D

The extension is said to be range enclosing if

{ f(ξ) | ξ∈ [x] }⊆F ([x]) for all [x]∈D ∩ IR

The extension is said to be sharp if

{ f(ξ) | ξ∈ [x] }=F ([x]) for all [x]∈D ∩ IR

The extension is said to be inclusion monotonic if

[x]⊆ [y]⊆D ⇒ F ([x])⊆F ([y])

Example 3. Let f : R → R be any function. The interval function F ([x]) .=
f(x) + [1, 2] is not an interval extension of f(x).
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The interval function F ([x]) .= [ 12x + 1
2x, 1

3x + 2
3x] is an interval extension of

f(x)=x, but it is not range enclosing on [−1, 2] since f(0) = 0 /∈ F ([−1, 2]).

Inclusion monotonic extensions are range enclosing:

f(ξ)∈F ([ξ, ξ])⊆F ([x]) ∀ ξ ∈ [x]

A range enclosing extension need not be inclusion monotonic: Take, for in-
stance, f(x) ≡ 0 and F ([x]) .= [−1 + x, 1 + x]. Then F is a range enclosing
extension of f on [−1, 1], but it is not inclusion monotonic on [−1, 1] which is
seen by F ([0, 1

2 ])=[− 1
2 , 1] and F ([0, 1])=[0, 1].

Definition 4. A rational function r : D ⊆ R → R is a function of the form
r(x) = P (x)/Q(x) where P and Q are polynomial functions.

A function s : D ⊆ R → R is said to be a standard function if

s ∈ { |x|, ax, loga x, xa, sinx, cos x, tanx, sinhx, coshx, tanh x, . . .

arcsinx, arccos x, arctanx }

A function e : D ⊆ R → R is said to be elementary if it can be expressed using
only constants, arithmetic operators, standard functions and compositions.

There is a simple and natural way of extending a rational function r : D ⊆ R →
R to an interval function R : D ∩ IR → IR

Definition 5. (Natural extension of rational functions) Let r(x)=P (x)/Q(x)
be a rational function. Substitute every instance of the independent variable
x ∈ R in the algebraic expression of r with an interval variable [x] ∈ IR, and
substitute every constant c∈R with an enclosing interval [c]∈IR. If 0 /∈ Q([x]),
then we obtain an interval function R([x]) = P ([x])/Q([x]) which is called a
natural interval extension of r.

Example 4. r(x)= x2+x+5
x+7 has a natural extension

R([x])=
[x][x] + [x] + [5, 5]

[x] + [7, 7]
if 0 /∈ [x]+[7, 7]

Remark 1. Since a rational function r has infinitely many equivalent algebraic
representations, and a natural extension can be made on each such representa-
tion, r has infinitely many natural extensions.

Example 5. A rational function r(x), has the natural extension R([x]), and
the equivalent representation, r̃(x) = r(x) + x − x, has the natural extension
R̃([x])=r([x]) + [x]− [x]. Moreover, R̃([x])=R([x]) if and only if [x] is thin.

A natural extension of a rational function is inclusion monotonic. This follows
by repeatedly applying the inclusion monotonicity (4) of the interval arithmetic
operations. Being range enclosing, we can use natural extensions for fast func-
tion range estimation, however overuse of this simple substitution rule may lead
to severe overestimation as the following example shows.
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Example 6. Consider the nonnegative function f(x) = x2, x ∈ [− 1, 1] which
has a natural extension F ([x]) = [x][x]. If we evaluate F on [x] = [−1, 1] we
obtain F ([−1, 1]) = [−1, 1][−1, 1] = [−1, 1], which is an interval that encloses
part of the negative real axis, even though the range of f is nonnegative.

To obtain interval extensions that has sharper range enclosures than we
would get by the naive natural extensions, we can take into account the domains
of monotonicity of the function. By identifying the set of local extremizers and
splitting up the extension into cases where the interval argument contains an
extremizer or not, we are able to extend all standard functions sharply in their
domain of definition. Moreover, the extensions are expressed using only the
endpoints of the interval argument.

If a function f is monotonically increasing on a interval D ⊆ R then we can
define a sharp interval extension F of f on D by

F ([x]) .= [f(x), f(x)] , [x]∈D ∩ IR

and if f is monotonically decreasing on D then we extend it to

F ([x]) .= [f(x), f(x)] , [x]∈D ∩ IR

Example 7. Consider the function

f(x)=x(1− x), X =[0, 1]

which is monotonic increasing on [0, 1/2] and monotonic decreasing on [1/2, 1].
We obtain a sharp interval extension Fm([x]), [x]∈X ∩ IR, by defining

Fm([x]) .=


[f(x), f(x)] if [x] ⊆ [0, 1/2]
[min{f(x), f(x)}, 1/4] if x∈ [0, 1/2) and x∈(1/2, 1]
[f(x), f(x)], if [x] ⊆ [1/2, 1]

For example, if we take [x] = [1/4, 3/4] then

Fm([1/4, 3/4]) = [3/16, 1/4]

Extension by the naive substitution rule gives us,

Fn([1/4, 3/4]) = [1/4, 3/4]([1, 1]− [1/4, 3/4]) = [1/16, 9/16]

The absolute value function |x| can be extended to an interval function by

|[x]| .= { |x| | x ∈ [x] }

Since this function is monotonically decreasing on (−∞, 0] and monotonically
increasing on [0,∞), we can write

|[x]| =


[−x,−x] if x ≤ 0
[x, x] if x ≥ 0
[0,max{|x|, |x|}] if x < 0 < x
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If we define real-valued functions, the mignitude and magnitude,

mig([x]) .= min{ |x| | x ∈ [x] }

=

{
0, if 0 ∈ [x]
min[|x|, |x|], otherwise

mag([x]) .= max{ |x| | x ∈ [x] }
= max{|x|, |x|}

(6)

then we can write the extension as

|[x]| = [mig([x]),mag([x])] (7)

The monotonic standard functions can be extended by√
[x] .= [

√
x,
√

x ], x ≥ 0
exp [x] .= [exp x, expx ]
log [x] .= [log x, log x ], x > 0
arctan [x] .= [arctanx, arctanx ]

(8)

For integer exponents n∈Z we can extend the power function xn by

[x]n .=


[1, 1] if n=0
[xn, xn] if n∈N, n odd
[mig([x])n,mag([x])n] if n∈N, n even
(1/[x])n if −n∈N, 0 /∈ [x]

(9)

For interval exponents [y]∈IR we can use the identity xy =exp(y log(x)), x > 0,

[x][y] = exp([y] log([x])) if x ≥ 0 (10)

The trigonometric functions sin(x) and cos(x) are periodic functions with one
local minizer and maximizer per period. For the sine function define the set
L

.= {n2π−π/2 |n∈Z } of local minimizers, and the set H
.= {n2π+π/2 |n∈Z }

of local maximizers, then we can extend it by

sin([x]) .=


[−1, 1] if [x] ∩ L 6= ∅, [x] ∩H 6=∅
[−1,max{sin(x), sin(x)}] if [x] ∩ L 6=∅, [x] ∩H =∅
[min{sin(x), sin(x)}, 1] if [x] ∩ L=∅, [x] ∩H 6=∅
[min{sin(x), sin(x)},max{sin(x), sin(x)}] if [x] ∩ L=∅, [x] ∩H =∅

(11)

The cosine fuction can be extended in the same way, just by replacing L and H
in (11) with L

.= { (2n + 1)π |n∈Z } and H
.= {n2π |n∈Z }. Alternatively, we

can use the identity cos(x) = sin(x + π/2) and define

cos([x]) = sin([x] + π/2) (12)
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The tangens function can be extended by defining the set S
.= {(k+1/2)π|k ∈ Z}

of singular points, and

tan([x]) .= [tan(x), tan(x)], [x] ∩ S = ∅ (13)

The arcsine function with domain [−1, 1] and range [−π/2, π/2] can be extended
by

arcsin([x]) .= [arcsin(x), arcsin(x)], [x] ⊆ [−1, 1] (14)

The arccosine function with domain [−1, 1] and range [0, π] can be extended by

arccos([x]) .= [arccos(x), arccos(x)], [x] ⊆ [−1, 1] (15)

We have defined the natural extension for a rational function. By a natural
extension of a elementary function, we mean the interval extension we obtain by
extending the interval arithmetic operations according to (5) and by extending
the standard functions according to the above definitions. We have the following
fundamental theorem.

Theorem 1. (Fundamental theorem of interval analysis) Let D ⊆ IR and f :
D → R be an elementary function and F : D ∩ IR → IR be a natural extension
of f . Then, F is an inclusion monotonic extension of f

For a proof of this theorem we refer to [4],[6].

For future reference we define the midpoint , diameter and radius by

mid([x]) .=
1
2
(x + x)

diam([x]) .= x− x

rad([x]) .=
1
2
(x− x)

(16)

3.2 Interval analysis over IF
In a computer implementation of interval analysis, we work with pairs of points
from the set F of computer representable numbers. Define the set of nonempty
compact representable intervals,

IF .= { [a, b] | a, b ∈ F, a ≤ b } (17)

The set F of representable numbers is not arithmetically closed. To ensure that
our computed interval arithmetic results maintain enclosure of the corresponding
real interval arithmetic results, we need to impose some control on the arith-
metic rules (5). For example, suppose we know that the result of computing the
sum a+b has an absolute rounding error of atmost ε > 0. Then we can try to
enclose the mathematically correct sum by a representable interval [l, h], where
l is a representable number not larger than a+b−ε, and h is a representable
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number not smaller than a+b+ε. This method of fattening the computational
result such that it encloses the true result requires that we compute an upper
bound for the absolute error and find lower and upper representable numbers l
and h. There is another method of achieving enclosure, without having to go
through this trouble. Instead of computing the rounding error, we directly con-
trol the direction of the rounding. If the arithmetic operations are of maximum
quality, and we can control the rounding direction, then we can control the sign
of the rounding error and obtain minimal diameter enclosures of the real inter-
val arithmetic results. Interval arithmetic with outwardly directed rounding is
defined as follows.

Definition 6. (Outwardly rounded interval arithmetic)

[x] + [y] .= [↓(x + y), ↑(x + y)]

[x]− [y] .= [↓(x− y), ↑(x− y)]

[x]× [y] .= [min{↓(xy), ↓(xy), ↓(xy), ↓(xy)}, max{↑(xy), ↑(xy), ↑(xy), ↑(xy)}]
[x]/[y] .= [min{↓(x/y), ↓(x/y), ↓(x/y), ↓(x/y)}, max{↑(x/y), ↑(x/y), ↑(x/y), ↑(x/y)}]

where we require 0 /∈ [y] for division.

Example 8. If the arithmetic operations are of maximal quality, then, for inter-
vals [x] and [y], the outwardly rounded sum, [x]+[y], is the smallest representable
interval which gives enclosure of the (not necessarily representable) real result
[x + y, x + y]. In other words,

[x] + [y] = [ max{ z ∈ F : z ≤ x + y }, min{ z ∈ F : z ≥ x + y } ]

For implementation of interval arithmetic with outwardly directed rounding, see
the MATLAB functions plus, minus, mtimes and mrdivide.

Interval extensions F : IR → IR of the standard functions can be implemented
as interval functions F : IF → IF using outward rounding. For example, the
monotonically increasing standard functions (8) can be implemented by√

[x] .= [↓√x, ↑
√

x ] x ≥ 0
exp [x] .= [↓expx, ↑expx ]
log [x] .= [↓ log x, ↑ log x ] x > 0
arctan [x] .= [↓arctanx, ↑arctanx ]

(18)

If the squareroot operation is of maximal quality then
√

[x] is the smallest rep-
resentable interval containing [

√
x,
√

x ].

The IEEE standard does not specify maximum quality of any of the standard
functions, except for the square root function. If the quality of the rounding is
less than maximal then the above standard extensions (18) may fail to produce
enclosures of the real interval results. If this happens, then we can thicken the
computed results by forming an interval with lower endpoint from shifting the
result a distance downwards and with upper endpoint from shifting the result a
distance upwards.
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To implement the midpoint, we can choose the smallest representable number
that is greater or equal to the true middle point, the upward middle point, or
the largest representable number that is less or equal to the true middle point,
the downward middle point. In other words, we define the upward middle point
by

midu([x]) .=
1
2
↑(x + x) (19)

and we define the downward middle point by

midd([x]) .=
1
2
↓(x + x). (20)

Note that multiplication with 1
2 is exact.

We define the outer diameter of an interval by

diamo([x]) .=↑(x− x) (21)

and the inner diameter by

diami([x]) .=↓(x− x) (22)

The radius of an interval can be defined as the distance between a middle point
and an endpoint, rounded upwards or downwards. For example, the distance
between the upward middle point and the lower endpoint, estimated upwards,
gives

rad([x]) .=↑(midu([x])− x) (23)

And we can also implement their interval valued versions, such as

mid([x]) .= [midd([x]),midu([x])] (24)

and
diam([x]) .= [diami([x]),diamo([x])] (25)

For further information on interval analysis, see [4], [1].
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4 Automatic differentiation

4.1 Taylor arithmetic

Suppose we want to evaluate the derivative of a differentiable function f at a
point x. If we have the algebraic expression, f ′, of the derivative, then we just
evaluate it at x and we have computed the derivative exactly, up to rounding
error of the evaluation. Another method of computing the derivative is by
approximating it using divided differences, such as

f(x + dx)− f(x)
dx

(26)

where dx is some small nonzero number. This divided difference is an ap-
proximation of the derivative f ′(x), and the approximation becomes better the
smaller dx is, and it is exact in the limit dx→ 0. But in a computer imple-
mentation we cannot use too small values of dx since they may cause large
rounding errors in (26), and we do not want to use too large values of dx since
then the derivative will be poorly approximated. We can try to search for some
intermediate value dx, giving some ballance between the rounding error and
the approximation error, but no matter which value is chosen, the method of
divided differences is just an approximation. The rounding error problem could
be taken care of by using an interval extension of f , however, even an interval
extended divided difference might not enclose the limit f ′(x) as the following
example shows.

Example 9. Let f(x) = x2. Then f ′(1) = 2. But

F ([1, 1] + dx)− F ([1, 1])
dx

= dx + 2 > 2

whenever dx > 0.

There is another completely different method of evaluating derivatives, a method
of numerical differentiation known as automatic differentiation or algorithmic
differentiation. Up to rounding error, automatic differentiation yields exact
evaluations of derivatives, without the need of their algebraic expressions.
The following is a well known theorem.

Theorem 2. (Taylor’s theorem) Let x0∈R and let N be an open neighborhood
of x0. Suppose f : N → R is an n times continuously differentiable function.
Then, for each x ∈ N , there is a number c between x and x0 such that

f(x) =
n−1∑
k=0

f (k)(x0)
k!

(x− x0)k +
f (n)(c)

n!
(x− x0)n

A proof of Taylor’s theorem can be found in almost any calculus book, see, for
instance, [7].

If we evaluate the remainder term coefficient on N , then we obtain the inclusion,

f(x) ∈
n−1∑
k=0

f (k)(x0)
k!

(x− x0)k +
f (n)(N)

n!
(x− x0)n, ∀ x∈N
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In a computer implementation we make interval evaluations Fk of the coefficients
fk at x0, k = 1, . . . , n−1, and we make an interval evaluation Fn of the remainder
term coefficient fn on N ,

f(x) ∈
n−1∑
k=0

Fk([x0, x0])([x, x]− [x0, x0])k + Fn(N)([x, x]− [x0, x0])n, ∀ x∈N

(27)

The functions for which our auto-differentiation method is applicable, has to
belong to the class of real analytic functions.

Definition 7. A function f is real analytic on an open set D ⊆ R if it is
infinitely differentiable and for any x0 ∈ D the Taylor series

T (x) =
∞∑

n=0

f (n)(x0)
n!

(x− x0)n

is convergent for all x in a neighborhood of x0 and its value equals f(x).

Given two functions, f and g, with known Taylor coefficients fk, gk, k = 1 . . . n
we show how one can compute the Taylor coefficients of their arithmetic com-
binations, f ± g, f × g and f/g. The rules for these computations is called
Taylor arithmetic. We use the following notation. For a given smooth function
a : D ⊆ R → R and a number n∈N, we associate an (n + 1)-dimensional vector
~a = (a0, a1, . . . , an) of Taylor coefficients ak(x) = a(k)(x)/k!, k = 0, . . . , n. With
this notation, the vector of Taylor coefficients associated with the independent
variable x is

~x = (x, 1, 0, . . . , 0)

and the vector of Taylor coefficients associated with a constant c is

~c = (c, 0, . . . , 0)

Proposition 2. (Taylor arithmetic) Let a : D → R and b : D → R be real
analytic functions with Taylor coefficients ak, bk, k = 0, 1, . . . , n. Then, the
Taylor coefficients of the arithmetic combinations a ± b, a × b and a/b, can be
computed according to the following rules:

(1) (a± b)k = ak ± bk, k = 0, 1, . . . , n

(2) (a× b)k =
k∑

i=0

ai bk−i, k = 0, 1, . . . , n

(3) (a/b)k =
1
b0

( ak −
k−1∑
i=0

(a/b)i bk−i ), k = 0, 1, . . . , n if b0 6= 0

(28)

Proof. The addition and subtraction rule are immediate from addition and sub-
traction of their respective power-series,

∞∑
k=0

ak(x− x0)k ±
∞∑

k=0

bk(x− x0)k =
∞∑

k=0

(ak ± bk)(x− x0)k
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The multiplication rule (2) follows from

∞∑
k=0

ak(x− x0)k ×
∞∑

k=0

bk(x− x0)k =
∞∑

k=0

ck(x− x0)k

where

ck =
k∑

i=0

aibk−i

is obtained by collecting coefficients that are associated with the k’th power.
To show the division rule (3), we define h

.=a/b, then, hb=a. We apply (2) to
the product hb and get

k∑
i=0

hi bk−i = ak ⇔ hk b0 +
k−1∑
i=0

hi bk−i = ak ⇔ hk =
1
b0

( ak −
k−1∑
i=0

hi bk−i )

The division rule (3) for computing the coefficients is recursive (the previous
quotient is used to compute the current quotient) and the other arithmetic
rules are non-recursive. Given the first n Taylor coefficients of two functions a
and b, Proposition 2 shows us how to compute the first n Taylor coefficients of
any arithmetic combination of a and b. We know the Taylor coefficients of con-
stants and the independent variable, so we can compute the Taylor coefficients
of any rational function r(x)=P (x)/Q(x) with Q(x) 6=0.

For an implementation of the Taylor arithmetic (28) over IF see the MATLAB
functions plus, minus, mtimes, mrdivide under the Taylor methods.

We consider the computation of Taylor coefficients for the standard functions.

Proposition 3. (Recurrence relations for standard functions) Let f and a be
real analytic functions. Let ak, k =0, 1, . . . , n, be the first n Taylor coefficients
of a. We can compute the Taylor coefficients hk, k=0, 1, . . . , n, of the composite
function h

.= f ◦ a, according to the following recursive rules:

(i) For the exponential function,

f(a)=ea, hk =

{
ea0 k = 0
1
k

∑k−1
i=0 (k − i)ak−ihi k=1, . . . , n

(ii) For the logarithmic function,

f(a)=log(a), a0 > 0, hk =

{
log(a0) k = 0
1
a0

( ak − 1
k

∑k−1
i=1 iak−ihi ) k=1, . . . , n

(iii) For the power function,

f(a)=ab, b∈Z, a0 6=0, hk =

{
ab
0 k = 0
1

ka0

∑k−1
i=0 ( b(k − i)− i )ak−ihi k=1, . . . , n
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(iv) The coefficients of the trigonometric functions f = sin(a) and g = cos(a)
are computed simultaneously

f0 = cos(a0)
g0 = sin(a0)
fk = 1

k

∑k
j=1 jajgk−j k=1, . . . , n

gk = −1
k

∑k
j=1 jajfk−j k=1, . . . , n

(v) The coefficients of the tangens function, tan(a), can be computed by the
formula tan(a)=sin(a)/ cos(a), or, by the more effective computational rule,

f(a) = tan(a), c(a) .=cos2(a), c0 6= 0, hk =

{
tan(a0)
1
c0

( ak − 1
k

∑k−1
i=1 ihick−i ) k=1, . . . , n

Proof. (i)
If h=ea, then h1 =a1h. Therefore,

hk =
1
k

(a1h)k−1, k = 1, . . . , n

By the product rule (3),

(a1h)k−1 =
k−1∑
i=0

(a1)k−1−ihi =
k−1∑
i=0

(k − i)ak−ihi

so,

hk =
1
k

k−1∑
i=0

(k − i)ak−ihi, k = 1, . . . , n

(ii)
If h=log(a), then, h1 =a1/a, and so, h1a = a1. Therefore,

(h1a)k−1 =(a1)k−1 =kak, k=1, . . . , n

From the product rule (3),

(h1a)k−1 =
k−1∑
i=0

(h1)iak−1−i =
k−1∑
i=0

(i + 1)hi+1ak−1−i =
k∑

i=1

iak−ihi

= ka0hk +
k−1∑
i=1

iak−ihi

If a0 6= 0, then we obtain,

hk =
1

ka0
( kak −

k−1∑
i=1

iak−ihi ) k=1, . . . , n
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(iii)
If h=ab, then h1 =bab−1a1, and, h1a=bha1. Therefore,

(h1a)k = b(a1h)k, k = 0, . . . , n− 1

By the product rule,

(h1a)k =
k∑

i=0

(h1)iak−i =
k∑

i=0

(i + 1)hi+1ak−i

and,

(ha1)k =
k∑

i=0

hi(a1)k−i =
k∑

i=0

(k − i + 1)hiak−i+1

Therefore we get,

(k + 1)hk+1a0 = b
k∑

i=0

(k − i + 1)hiak−i+1 −
k−1∑
i=0

(i + 1)hi+1ak−i

= b
k∑

i=0

(k − i + 1)hiak−i+1 −
k∑

i=0

ihiak−i+1

=
k∑

i=0

( b(k − i + 1)− i )hiak−i+1

If a0 6= 0, then we obtain

hk+1 =
1

(k + 1)a0

k∑
i=0

( b(k − i + 1)− i )hiak−i+1, k = 0, . . . , n− 1

(iv)
If f =sin(a) and g=cos(a), then f1 =cos(a)a1 =ga1 and g1 =− sin(a)a1 =−fa1.
Therefore,

f1 =ga1

g1 =−fa1

For k ≥ 2,

fk =
1
k

(ga1)k−1 =
1
k

k−1∑
i=0

(a1)igk−1−i =
1
k

k−1∑
i=0

(i + 1)ai+1gk−1−i =
1
k

k∑
i=1

iaigk−i

Replacing g with −f , we get,

gk =
−1
k

k∑
i=1

iaifk−i
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(v)
If h = tan(a) = sin(a)/ cos(a), then we obtain, h1 = a1/ cos2(a). Define c

.=
cos2(a), then, a1 =h1c. By the product rule,

kak = (h1c)k−1 =
k−1∑
i=0

(h1)ick−1−i =
k−1∑
i=0

(i + 1)hi+1ck−1−i =
k∑

i=1

ihick−i

= khkc0 +
k−1∑
i=1

ihick−i

Therefore,

hk =
1
c0

( ak −
1
k

k−1∑
i=1

ihick−i ), k ≥ 2

and
h1 = a1/c0

The method of computing the Taylor coefficients of the function f(a) = ab

has the drawback that it cannot be used when a0 = 0, even though the Taylor
coefficients of ab are well defined at a0 = 0. In the special case of b=2 we can
compute the Taylor coefficients, using the rule,

f(a) = a2, hk =
2
k

k∑
i=1

iaiak−i

which works for a0 = 0.

If a and b are real analytic functions, then the Taylor coefficients of the expo-
nentiation ab can be computed by the formula

ab = eb log(a), a0 > 0 (29)

4.2 Taylor coefficients of solutions to ODE’s

We consider a recursive rule for the computation of Taylor coefficients of the
solutions ODE’s. Let f(t, x) be a smooth elementary function and suppose x(t)
is a solution to the ODE {

x′(t) = f(t, x(t)), t ≥ t0

x(t0) = x0

(30)

Then, for every i = 1, 2, . . . and t ≥ t0, we have

xi(t) =
1
i!

Dix(t) =
1
i

1
(i− 1)!

Di−1f(t, x(t))
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So, the Taylor coefficients of the solution x at the time point t = t0 can be
recursively computed by

xi(t0) =
1
i
hi−1(t0), i = 1, 2, . . . (31)

where h(t) .= f(t, x(t)).

We know the n first Taylor coefficients of the independent variable,

~t0 = (t0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)

and, if we in addition know the n first Taylor coefficients of the solution x,
then we can use the rules of Proposition 2 and 3, to compute the n first Taylor
coefficients of h. Then, using the relation (31), we can compute the (n + 1)’st
Taylor coefficient of x, and so on.

In section 6 we describe the implementation of the Taylor analysis. Here we
define a data type tay (short for Taylor) to represent n dimensional inter-
val vectors of Taylor coefficients and we overload the arithmetic operators and
standard functions with their new rules of operation given by Proposition 2 and
3. The recursive rule (31) is implemented in the subfunction coeff of the ODE
solver.
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5 ODE theory

Consider the following initial value problem{
x′(t) = f(t, x(t)), t ≥ t0

x(t0) = x0

(32)

We present a simple condition for the verification of existence and uniqueness
of solutions to (32). Consider an initial time t0 and an initial interval [x0] ∈ IR
that encloses the initial point x0. Suppose we can find a timepoint t1 >t0 and
an enclosing interval [x̃0]⊇ [x0] with the property

[x̃1]
.= [x0] + [0, t1−t0]f([t0, t1], [x̃0]) ⊆ [x̃0] (33)

where f([t0, t1], [x̃0])
.={ f(t, x) | t∈ [t0, t1], x∈ [x̃0] }. Then, on the time interval

[t0, t1], the initial value problem (32) has a unique solution x for every initial
point x0∈ [x0] and every such solution satisfies the bound x(t)∈ [x̃1], t∈ [t0, t1].
Below we give a proof of this existence and uniqueness result which is known as
the Picard-Lindelöf theorem. Before proving this theorem, we need the following
definition of Lipschitz continuity.

Definition 8. (Lipschitz continuity) Let t0, t1 ∈ R, t0 < t1, and D ⊆ R. A
function f : [t0, t1] ×D → R is said to be Lipschitz continuous with respect to
the state variable on D if there is a constant L ≥ 0 such that |f(t, x)−f(t, y)| ≤
L|x− y| for all t∈ [t0, t1], x, y∈D.

Example 10. If L
.= sup{ | ∂

∂ξ f(t, ξ)| : t ∈ [t0, t1], ξ ∈ D } < ∞ then

|f(t, x)− f(t, y)| ≤
∫ y

x

| ∂

∂ξ
f(t, ξ)| dξ ≤ L|x− y|, ∀ t∈ [t0, t1], x, y ∈ D

Therefore, f is Lipschitz continuous in the state variable on D.

Theorem 3. (Picard-Lindelöf) Let [x̃0] and [x0] be intervals such that [x̃0] ⊇
[x0]. Let the function

f : [t0, t1]×[x̃0] → R

be continuous and Lipschitz continuous in the state variable. Suppose condition
(33) holds true. Then, for every initial point x0∈ [x0] there exists, on the time
interval [t0, t1], a unique continuously differentiable solution x to the initial value
problem (32), and this solution satisfies

x(t)∈ [x̃1] , ∀ t∈ [t0, t1] (34)

Proof. We write the differential equation (32) as an equivalent integral fixed-
point equation and apply Banach’s fixed point theorem (see, e.g., [7]).
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Put, C([t0, t1])
.= { u : [t0, t1]→R | u is continuous on [t0, t1] }. Fix an arbitrary

x0∈ [x0] and define the integral operator K : C([t0, t1]) → C([t0, t1]) by

(Kx)(t) = x0 +
∫ t

t0

f(s, x(s)) ds, t∈ [t0, t1]

We consider the integral equation

x = Kx, x∈C([t0, t1]).

Define the set of continuous [x̃1]-enclosed functions by

X
.= { x | x∈C([t0, t1]), and, x(t)∈ [x̃1] ∀ t∈ [t0, t1] }

We prove (i) X 6= ∅, K(X) ⊆ X, and, (ii) K is a contraction on X.

(i) By assumption x0∈X, so, X 6= ∅.
Let x∈X. Then x is continuous and x(t)∈ [x̃1] for all t∈ [t0, t1]. By the condition
(33), we have [x̃1] ⊆ [x̃0], therefore, x(t)∈ [x̃0] and f(t, x(t))∈f([t0, t1], [x̃0]) for
all t∈ [t0, t1]. It follows that∫ t

t0

f(s, x(s)) ds ∈ [0, t1−t0]f([t0, t1], [x̃0]) ∀ t∈ [t0, t1]

Hence, for all t∈ [t0, t1],

(Kx)(t) = x0 +
∫ t

t0

f(s, x(s)) ds ∈ [x0] + [0, t1−t0]f([t0, t1], [x̃0]) = [x̃1]

By continuity of f and x, it follows that t 7→ (Kx)(t) is continuous on [t0, t1].
We therefore conclude that Kx∈X.

(ii) We let α be a positive real number and supply the set X with the exponentially-
weighted supremum norm ||x||α

.= supt∈[t0,t1] e
−αt|x(t)|. We prove that K is a

contraction on the Banach space (X, || ||L).
Let x, y ∈ X. We have,

||Kx−Ky||α = sup
t∈[t0,t1]

e−αt|
∫ t

t0

f(s, x(s))− f(s, y(s)) ds |

≤ sup
t∈[t0,t1]

e−αt

∫ t

t0

L|x(s)− y(s)| ds

≤ sup
t∈[t0,t1]

e−αt

∫ t

t0

Leαs||x− y||α ds

≤ L||x− y||α sup
t∈[t0,t1]

e−αt

∫ t

t0

eαs ds

= L
(1− e−α(t1−t0))

α
||x− y||α

Now, if we put α=L, we get ||Kx−Ky||L ≤ (1−e−L(t1−t0))||x−y||L, and since
(1 − e−L(t1−t0))< 1, K is a contraction on (X, || ||L). By Banach’s fixed-point
theorem, there is a unique solution to x = Kx, x∈X and therefore there is a
unique continuously differentiable solution to (32) and this solution satisfies the
bound (34).
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The verification condition (33) fits well into interval methods since it suffices to
verify

[x̃1]
.= [x0] + [0, t1−t0]F ([t0, t1], [x̃0]) ⊆ [x̃0] (35)

where F is any range enclosing interval extension of f . We know from the
fundamental theorem of interval analysis (Theorem 1) that all elementary func-
tions have range enclosing natural extensions. In a computer implementation
of (35), the interval extended functions are evaluated in outward rounding and
will therefore also be range enclosing.

The condition (35) is coded in the sub-function box of the validated ODE solver.
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6 Algorithms and implementation

6.1 Implementation of Interval and Taylor analysis

We use MATLAB to implement the interval- and Taylor-arithmetic from sec-
tions 3 and 4. We define new datatypes, called classes, and use a programming
technique called overloading. We implement interval arithmetic to correct for
the round-off error caused by the floating point arithmetic. The interval com-
putations are mathematically rigorous for the basic arithmetic operations, up
to failure of maximum quality of the rounding operation. We implement in-
terval versions of the in-built standard functions, however when we use these
non-rigorous functions, our computations are not validated.

We create an interval class by writing a so-called interval class constructor M-file
which we give the name interval.m. We store this M-file under a new sub-
directory having the name @interval. Every M-file that is stored under this
sub-directory is said to belong to the interval methods. In the class constructor
we write down the defining structure of an interval object. We want an interval
type object to be an interval matrix, therefore, we define two sub-fields, named
lo and hi, which correspond to the low and high endpoints of an interval.
These sub-fields are matrices with the same dimensions and with components
of the type double. Access to these sub-fields is allowed from within the interval
methods by dot indexing. For example, an interval matrix x with three columns
and two rows,

x =

[x1,1] [x1,2]
[x2,1] [x2,2]
[x3,1] [x3,2]

 ,

is represented by a lo sub-field matrix,

x.lo =

x1,1 x1,2

x2,1 x2,2

x3,1 x3,2

 ,

and a hi sub-field matrix,

x.hi =

x1,1 x1,2

x2,1 x2,2

x3,1 x3,2

 ,

where xi,j and xi,j are of type double, i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, 3.
The interval constructor is used to construct new interval objects and to make
conversions from other data types to the interval type.

In the same way, we construct a Taylor class by writing a class constructor
M-file called tay.m (which is short for Taylor). The Taylor class constructor
tay.m must be saved in a sub-directory named @tay. All files stored under this
sub-directory are said to belong to the tay methods. A tay object is defined to
have, as our interval objects have, two sub-fields with names lo and hi. The
dimensions of these sub-fields must be the same and n × 1 vectors of the type
double. The tay constructor enables construction of new tay type objects and
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conversions from other data types to the tay type.

We have defined the structure of tay objects to be vectors with components
that are pairs of points, corresponding to intervals. This makes the conversion
of tay type to interval type easy and therefore access to the interval methods
is immediate. Tables 6.1 and 6.2, show a summary of the methods for the
interval and Taylor classes.

Once we have defined the interval and Taylor classes, we can begin to program
the MATLAB in-built operators, so that when they operate on objects from
these two classes they perform the appropriate operation, i.e., operator over-
loading. Operator overloading is easy to do in MATLAB. Here, each operator
has an associated function name, e.g., the + operator has the function name
plus, the − operator has the name minus, the inequality sign < has the function
name lt, and so on. We overload an operator (e.g.,+) for the interval class
by writing a function file having the same name as the operator (e.g., plus.m)
and then we save it under the @interval sub-directory. This function file con-
tains instructions of how the operator should behave when the arguments are
of interval type (rather than double). Similarly, we overload an operator for
tay objects by writing a function file with the same name as the operator and
save it under the sub-directory @tay.

Before we make reference to the hi or lo sub-field of an object, we must be sure
that the object is of a type which has such sub-fields. This is the job of the
cast function, which ensures that both operands are of type interval before
any sub-field reference takes place.

To be able to read the active rounding mode and to set a rounding mode we
have written the functions roundmode and setround. We can set any of the
four rounding modes, round to nearest, to zero, upwards and downwards, by
using the MATLAB system dependent command, systemdependent. A cur-
rently active rounding mode can be read by using roundmode. By choosing a
small positive number s < εM/2 and testing the rounding directions of the sums
1+s, −1+s, and 1−s, we can determine which rounding mode is currently active.

We need to instruct MATLAB how the new data types interval and tay should be
displayed in the command window. For each type, we write an M-file with the
name display.m, and store it under its methods. The display is set to write
out 17 decimal digits of the interval endpoints.

Subscripted reference and subscripted assignment subroutines subsref and subsasgn
are overloaded with the interval and tay classes. This enables dot, and paren-
thesis indexing, and assignments to these indexed positions from outside the
methods.

Horizontal and vertical catenation of interval and Taylor objects is implemented
by the M-files horzcat.m and vertcat.m.

The MATLAB in-built size function, which reads the dimensions of a matrix,
is overloaded for interval and tay objects with the same functionality it has
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Operator M-file
interval
cast
mid
diam
rad
mig
mag
abs

a<b lt(a,b)
a>b gt(a,b)
a<=b le(a,b)
a>=b ge(a,b)
a==b eq(a,b)
a&b and(a,b)
a|b or(a,b)
a+b uplus(a,b)
a-b uminus(a,b)
+a plus(a)
-a minus(a)
a*b mtimes(a,b)
a/b mrdivide(a,b)
sqrt(a) sqrt(a)
exp(a) exp(a)
log(a) log(a)
a∧b mpower(a,b)
sin(a) sin(a)
cos(a) cos(a)
tan(a) tan(a)
asin(a) asin(a)
acos(a) acos(a)
atan(a) atan(a)
a’ ctranspose(a)
size(a) size(a)
[a,b] horzcat(a,b)
[a;b] vertcat(a,b)

subsref
subsasgn
display

Table 1: Summary of methods for the interval class
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Operator M-file
tay

a&b and(a,b)
a|b or(a,b)
a+b uplus(a,b)
a-b uminus(a,b)
+a plus(a)
-a minus(a)
a*b mtimes(a,b)
a/b mrdivide(a,b)
sqrt(a) sqrt(a)
exp(a) exp(a)
log(a) log(a)
a∧b mpower(a,b)
sin(a) sin(a)
cos(a) cos(a)
tan(a) tan(a)
asin(a) asin(a)
acos(a) acos(a)
atan(a) atan(a)
[a,b] horzcat(a,b)
[a;b] vertcat(a,b)

subsref
subsasgn
size
length
display

Table 2: Summary of methods for the Taylor class.
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on the double type. The in-built length function is implemented in length.m
for the tay class. The transpose operator, ’ , is overloaded for the interval
type in ctranspose.m.

The relational operators { <, >, >=, <=, == } are overloaded for the interval class
in the M-files lt.m, gt.m, ge.m, le.m and eq.m. For interval objects a and
b, we interpret the strict inequality a<b to mean that a is properly contained
in b. The inequality a<=b is interpreted to mean that a is contained in b. The
identity a==b is means that a and b have the same endpoints. The logical and
and or operators, &, |, are overloaded for the interval class in and.m and or.m.
If a and b are intervals, then a&b means set intersection of a and b, and a|b
means set union of a and b.

For the expressions +a and -a to make sense when a is an interval or tay
object, we need to overload the unary plus operator and unary minus operator.
This is done in uplus.m and uminus.m.

The interval arithmetic operators { +, -, *, / } are implemented in plus.m,
minus.m, mtimes.m and mrdivide.m, using outward rounding as described by
Definition 6.

The Taylor arithmetic operators { +, -, *, / } are implemented in plus.m,
minus.m, mtimes.m and mrdivide.m, as described by Proposition 2.
For each operator, constants are given separate treatment so that the Taylor
arithmetic automatically detects a constant and makes the appropriate compu-
tation.

If, during code interpretation, MATLAB reads the expression a+b and the
operands a and b are interval objects, then it makes a call to @interval/plus.m.,
whereas, if a and b are tay objects then it makes a call to @tay/plus.m. In this
way, the behavior of the + operator is determined by the particular classes of the
operands. To handle the situation with operands of different classes, we define a
priority rule to determine the appropriate action of the operator. We want the
tay class to have priority over the interval class. User-defined classes (such
as our interval and tay classes), always have priority over MATLAB built-in
classes (e.g., the double class), so we need only to set priority of the tay class
over the interval class. We do this using the MATLAB functions inferiorto
and superiorto.

Example 11. If a is interval and b is double then a+b calls @interval/plus.m.
If a is tay and b is double then a+b calls @tay/plus.m.
If a is interval and b is tay then a+b calls @tay/plus.m.

We implement outwardly rounded interval extensions of the standard MATLAB-
built-in functions by overloading the M-files exp.m, sqrt.m, log.m, mpower.m,
sin.m, cos.m, tan.m, asin.m, acos.m and atan.m.

To ensure rigor in the computations, the interval and Taylor constructor is set
to signal error on pairs of points that do not define an interval, that is, when
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the left endpoint is strictly larger than the right endpoint. However, when
doing computations with in-built operators that are not of maximal quality, the
rounding directions may not be respected and in that case we obtain pairs of
points that do not define an interval. This is detected by the constructor which
then signals the error hi<lo. To avoid the error signal interruption from the
constructor we can replace it with a couple of lines of code that forms an interval
from the lo (or hi) floating point result by adding and subtracting a couple of
floating point spaces. To do this we can use the shift function.
For example, we can replace the error signal with the following piece of code:

if any( lo > hi )
i = find( lo > hi );
lo(i) = shift(hi,-2);
hi(i) = shift(lo,+2);

end

6.2 Examples

Let us consider a couple of examples to see how the Taylor arithmetic works in
practice. We want to compute the n first Taylor coefficients of a given function
f(x). To quickly produce Taylor vectors that represents independent variables,
we have written the function file var.m. An n-dimensional Taylor vector that
represents a variable with value x ∈ IF is produced by writing var(x,n). Con-
stants do not need to be written in their Taylor vector representation before an
evaluation takes place since they are automatically detected and appropriately
processed by the implemented Taylor arithmetic. Given a number n, we com-
pute the n first Taylor coefficients of f at x by evaluating f on the n-dimensional
Taylor vector representation of the independent variable with value x, i.e., we
make the evaluation f((x, 1, 0, . . . , 0)). To convert vectors of Taylor coefficient
to vectors of derivatives we need to multiply the k’th coefficient with k and we
can do this with the function tay2der.

Example 12. We evaluate the first ten Taylor coefficients of the rational func-
tion f(x) = (x2 + 1)/(x3 − 1) at x = 3.

>> x = var(3,10)
x =
[3.00000000000000000, 3.00000000000000000]
[1.00000000000000000, 1.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]

>> f = (x^2+1)/(x^3-1)
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f =
[ 0.38461538461538458, 0.38461538461538464]
[-0.16863905325443795, -0.16863905325443782]
[ 0.08045061447428301, 0.08045061447428321]
[-0.03996271138965737, -0.03996271138965708]
[ 0.02013756655794730, 0.02013756655794770]
[-0.01017309650122913, -0.01017309650122860]
[ 0.00513070068851154, 0.00513070068851224]
[-0.00258110063987388, -0.00258110063987294]
[ 0.00129563490696876, 0.00129563490697000]
[-0.00064934374684023, -0.00064934374683859]

>> mid(interval(f))
ans =

0.38461538461538
-0.16863905325444
0.08045061447428
-0.03996271138966
0.02013756655795
-0.01017309650123
0.00513070068851
-0.00258110063987
0.00129563490697
-0.00064934374684

>> tay2der(f)
ans =
[ 0.38461538461538458, 0.38461538461538464]
[-0.16863905325443795, -0.16863905325443782]
[ 0.16090122894856601, 0.16090122894856643]
[-0.23977626833794422, -0.23977626833794244]
[ 0.48330159739073508, 0.48330159739074474]
[-1.22077158014749609, -1.22077158014743192]
[ 3.69410449572830535, 3.69410449572881516]
[-13.00874722496435787, - 13.00874722495963631]
[ 52.23999944898058345, 52.23999944903054882]
[-235.63385885338090020, -235.63385885278628962]

Example 13. We evaluate the five first Taylor coefficients of f(x) = (x2 +
1)/(x3 − 1) on the interval [x] = [3, 4].

>> x = var(interval(3,4),5)
x =
[3.00000000000000000, 4.00000000000000000]
[1.00000000000000000, 1.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]
[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]
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[0.00000000000000000, 0.00000000000000000]

>> f = (x^2+1)/(x^3-1)
f =
[0.15873015873015872, 0.65384615384615385]
[-1.37869822485207116, 0.18406593406593411]
[-0.95111298957452828, 3.40127365238312107]
[-8.58300427804297250, 3.46986522476537429]
[-11.34877628482545120, 22.03348883311070949]

Example 14. We evaluate the 15th Taylor coefficient of the function

f(x) =
sin(x5(x + 1)0.5) cos(x7(x7 + 3)0.2) + 7 log(x)− exp(exp(exp(x)))

x21 + 6x11 + 21x3 + 12x + 700

on the interval [x] = [1, 1 + εM].

>> x = var(interval(1,1+eps),15);
>> f = (sin(x^5*(x+1)^0.5)*cos(x^7*(x^7+3)^0.2)+7*log(x)-...

exp(exp(exp(x))))/(x^21+6*x^11+21*x^3+12*x+700);
>> f(15)
ans =
[-458508685220837760.00000000000000000,
-458508685220811968.00000000000000000]
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Example 15. We enclose the function sin(x), x∈ [0, 3] using a 5th and 15th
order Taylor series approximation with interval remainder term. The diameter
of the enclosure at x = 3 is 4.1 for the 5th order, and 2.2 × 10−5 for the 15th
order. The source code for these computations can be found in the function
tayenclose.
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Figure 1: The function sin(x), x∈ [0, 3] is enclosed with a 5th order Taylor series
approximation. The dotted green line is the MATLAB built-in sine function.
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Figure 2: The function sin(x), x ∈ [0, 3] is enclosed with a 15th order Taylor
series approximation. The upper and lower bounds are so close that they appear
as a single curve.

We enclose sin(x), x∈ [0, 9] using a 15th order Taylor series approximation on
the parts [0, 3], [3, 6], [6, 9]. The maximal diameter of the enclosure is 2.2×10−5.
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Figure 3: The function sin(x), x ∈ [0, 9] enclosed by a 15th order Taylor ap-
proximation evaluated on the parts [0, 3], [3, 6], and [6, 9]. The upper and lower
bounds are so close that they appear as a single curve.

6.3 Implementation of a validated ODE solver

Starting from an initial interval x(1)=[x0] at a initial time t(1)= t0, we com-
pute a sequence of timepoints t(i) and intervals x(i), i= 2, 3, . . . with the
property that x(i) is guaranteed to enclose the values of all solutions x(t) of
(32) at the time points t=t(i), i=1, 2, . . ..
The existence and uniqueness of solutions is implied by verifying the condition
(35), which also provides us with a verification box [t0, t0 + dt] × B that con-
tain the graphs of the solutions for the immediate future. We compute interval
enclosures of the solutions using a Taylor polynomial with interval remainder.
These Taylor coefficients are computed as described by the recursion formula
(31). Moreover, the Taylor coefficients of the polynomial part are evaluated
only at endpoints of current interval enclosures, and the Taylor coefficient of
the remainder term is evaluated on the whole verification box [t0, t0 + dt]×B.

We now give a description of how these interval enclosures x(i) are computed.

In each pass through the main loop, calls are made to the following sub-functions

box, tstep, coeff, and output.

box: In the sub-function box we compute a box dt× B with steplength dt and
interval bound B that satisfies the verification condition (35). This sub-function
consists of two parts. The first part searches for a box that satisfies (35), and
the second part improves the parameters (The steplength dt, and radius of B.)
of a verified box.
The input, xinit, to the sub-function box, is either the upper- or lower-endpoint
of a previously computed interval enclosure x(i). The input lh is either 1 or
2. It is used to index the global variable prev which holds the steplength and
radius values of a previously verified box. The sub-function computes a positive
steplength dt > 0 and enclosing interval B 3 xinit, mainly following algorithm
1.
algorithm 1
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1. Find a steplength dt and an interval B 3 xinit (properly) such that
B ⊇ xinit + [0, dt]f(B).

2. If 1. is successful, then, we try to increase dt and/or decrease the radius
of B.

If this is successful, then dt and the enclosure

B1
.= xinit + [0, dt]f( [ t(i), t(i) + dt ], B )

are returned. The inclusion xinit ∈ B is proper, so the verification condition
(35) is satisfied for all sufficiently small steplengths dt, and therefore a search for
a verification box is guaranteed to succeed for some positive steplength dt > 0.
However, we do not search for arbitrarily small steplengths and predefine a
minimum dtmin > 0 for allowable steplengths. We also predefine a maximum,
radmax, for the radius of B. Steplengths that fall below dtmin are regarded to have
insignificant contribution to the continuation of the solution. Intervals B with
radii larger than radmax are regarded to be too thick and therefore not useful
for our estimates. In the search phase, the steplength is decreased by a factor
0<sd < 1 and the radius of B is increased by a factor ri≥ 1. If the steplength
becomes smaller than dtmin, or the radius ro of B becomes larger than radmax,
then the search is terminated and dt= 0 or B1 = [−∞,∞] is returned. The
program then exits and outputs the message that verification was unsuccessful
because the steplength has become too small or the radius of the enclosure has
become too big.

If we should find a steplength dt≥dtmin and an interval B, with radius ro≤
radmax, that satisfy the verification condition (35) then we begin the process
of improving these quantities. If steplength dt is good, say, dt > dtmax/2 then
we do not modify it any further, we are satisfied with its length. Instead we
improve the radius ro by decreasing it with a factor rd. If the steplength is no
good, say, dt ≤ dtmax/2, then we try to improve it by increasing it with a factor
si, and, we do not modify ro. We continue to improve these parameters until
we obtain a verification failure or ro goes below a predefined radius radmin > 0.

tstep: The number dt returned from the sub-function box is an input param-
eter for the sub-function tstep. This sub-function computes a next-time point
t(i+1) and a interval time-step dtiv. The next-time t(i+1) is computed under
rounding downwards, thereby guaranteeing that solutions exist up to t(i+1).
The computed interval dtiv encloses the difference t(i+1)-t(i). Enclosure of
the timestep t(i+1)-t(i) is needed for the rigorous computation of the interval
solution x(i+1) at time t(i+1).

Remark. If we have computed a time point t(i) and a step dt(i) such that
t(i) ≥ dt(i) then the condition for the exact subtraction lemma

t(i)/2 ≤ t(i + 1) ≤ 2t(i),

hold true, so, t(i + 1)− t(i) ∈ F. It is only when t(i) < dt(i) that the floating
point computation t(i + 1)− t(i) can be inexact, and in such a case, we must
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enclose its true value with an interval.

coeff: The sub-function coeff implements the recursive rule (31) for comput-
ing Taylor coefficients of the solution x. The main loop calls coeff to compute
the Taylor coefficients up to order deg on the endpoints of x(i) and for the
computation of the (deg+1)’st remainder coefficient on the intervals Blo and
Bhi returned from box. Since we have not implemented Taylor arithmetic rules
for operands with different lengths, we have to resize t0 to match the length of
the input z, before we can compute the Taylor coefficients.

output: The sub-function output handles various output events to the com-
mand and figure window.

Let us go through the computations for the first iterate i = 1. We start at
initial time point t(1)= t0 with an initial interval x(1)=[x0], having lower- and
upper-endpoints x(1).lo and x(1).hi. The lower endpoint x(1).lo is input
to the sub-function box which computes a steplength dtlo and interval Blo,
and, likewise, the upper endpoint x(1).hi is input to box which computes the
steplength dthi and interval Bhi. We take the minimum dt

.= min{dtlo, dthi}
of these two steplengths and input this dt into the sub-function tstep which
returns a valid time point t(2) and an interval dtiv that encloses t(2)-t(1).
The lower endpoint of Blo and the upper endpoint of Bhi provide lower and
upper bounds on the solutions over the time interval [ t(1), t(2) ]. That is,

x(t)∈ [ Blo.lo, Bhi.hi ] ∀ t∈ [ t(1), t(2) ]. (36)

If we are successful in computing the boxes, [t(1), t(2)]×Blo, and, [t(1), t(2)]×
Bhi, then we have rigorously verified the existence of solutions to (32) on the
time interval [ t(1), t(2) ]. If we are unable to compute them, the program ter-
minates.

From here and onward, we are only interested in forming a better enclosure at
the time point t=t(2), and we are not interested in forming better enclosures at
intermediate time points t(1) < t < t(2). We improve the enclosure at t=t(2)
by using a Taylor polynomial method on the upper and lower endpoints of x(1).
We make interval evaluations, ylo(k), k = 1, . . . , deg, of the Taylor coefficients
xk of the solution x with initial time t(1) and initial value x(1).lo. We make
an evaluation, restcflo, of the remainder term coefficient of the solution on the
interval Blo. The resulting Taylor polynomial with interval remainder term,

L
.=

deg∑
k=0

ylo(k)× dtk + restcflo× dtdeg+1

gives an enclosure of the solution that starts at x(1).lo at time t(1).
Similar evaluations are done for the upper endpoint x(1).hi, giving the Taylor
polynomial

H
.=

deg∑
k=0

yhi(k)× dtk + restcfhi× dtdeg+1

which encloses the solution starting at x(1).hi at time t(1).
The upper endpoint of the interval H, provides an upper bound for the solution
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x at t = t(2) and the lower endpoint of the interval L provides a lower bound,
that is, we have the following enclosure,

x(t) ∈ [ L.lo, H.hi ], for t=t(2)

We define
x(2) .= [ L.lo, H.hi ]

and the computational process then repeats for the second iterate x(2), which
is regarded as the new initial interval and t(2) as the new initial time. The
computation of the lower and upper intervals L and H is illustrated in figure 4.

t(i+1)t(i)

x(i).lo

x(i)

x(i).hi

x(i+1)=[L.lo, H.hi]

L

H

[t(i),t(i)+dtlo] x Blo

[t(i),t(i)+dthi] x Bhi

Figure 4: The graphs of the solutions that start at the endpoints x(i).lo and
x(i).hi of the i’th iterate x(i), are contained in the boxes [t(i), t(i) + dtlo]×
Blo and [t(i), t(i) + dthi]×Bhi. By using a Taylor polynomial method, these
enclosures are improved by the intervals L and H at the time point t(i+1). The
(i+1)’st iterate x(i+1) is defined as the hull of the lower endpoint of L and the
upper endpoint of H.
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6.4 Examples

Let us consider some simple examples of initial value problems to see how the
interval solver works. All computations were done on a 2.6 GHz processor.

Example 16. Consider the nonautonomous system,{
x′(t) = −tx(t), t ≥ t0

x(t0) = x0 ∈ [−1, 1]
(37)

which has the solution,
x(t) = x0e

−(t2−t20)/2

and x ≡ 0 is asymptotically stable.

Figure 5: Third order interval solution to (37) with [x0] = [−1, 1], up to t = 12.
The red boxes are the verification boxes for the upper endpoints and the blue
boxes are the verification boxes for the lower endpoints. The red and blue lines
are linear interpolations of the upper, and lower endpoints, respectively. The
interval solution contracts rapidly around x = 0. The diameter of the interval
solution at time t = 12 is less than 10−17. The computational time was 50
seconds.
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Example 17. The autonomous system,{
x′(t) = x(t)2, t ≥ 0
x(0) = x0 ∈ [1, 1.25]

(38)

has the solution
x(t) =

1
1/x0 − t

, t∈ [0, 1/x0)

which blows up at time tc = 1/x0.

Figure 6: Third order interval solution to (38) with [x0] = [1, 1.25], up to t =
0.75. The diameter of the upper verification boxes grow rapidly as t approaches
tc = 0.8. The computational time was 4 seconds.
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Example 18. Consider the autonomous ODE,{
x′(t) = −x(t)3, t ≥ 0
x(0) = 1

(39)
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Figure 7: A 1st order interval solution (black) and a thinner 5th order interval
solution (green) to (39). The verification boxes are not shown. The maximal
diameter is 0.1 for the the 1st order solution, and 0.01 for the 5th order solution.
The computational times were 2 seconds, and, 14 seconds, respectively.
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Example 19. Consider the following ODE,{
x′(t) = x(t)(x(t)− 1), t ≥ 0
x(0) = 1

(40)

which has the solution x(t) = 1, t ≥ 0. We compute interval enclosures of (40)
using 3,5 and 7 degree polynomial approximations. We stop the computation
when the diameter of the enclosure goes above diammax

.= 12.
The 3rd order solution was stopped at t = 6, the 5th order at t = 9, and the 7th
order solution was stopped at t = 12.
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Figure 8: Solutions to (37) using orders 3, 5 and 7.
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Example 20. {
x′(t) = 5 + sin(t)− x(t) t ≥ 1
x(1) = [4, 6]

(41)

For a 3rd order Taylor method, the diameter of the enclosure at the time point
t = 10 is 0.0004, and the computational time was 8 seconds. For a 6th order
Taylor method, the diameter decreased to 0.0002, and the computational time
increased to 25 seconds.
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Figure 9: Computed enclosures of (41) with t0 = 1, [x0] = [4, 6]. The dotted
green line is the MATLAB ode45 solution with initial condition x0 = 5
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Example 21. Consider the ODE,{
x′(t) = f(t, x) t ∈ [0, 10]
x(0) = [3, 3 + 2εM]

(42)

where

f(t, x) = (exp(exp(−tx)) + 0.01x3 + 0.1x + 2 + 10 cos(x) + 4 sin(t)− log(x))/ . . .

(0.02x3 + 4x2 + 3x + 4 + (x + 1)0.750.001 sin(1.5tx) + 0.001 cos(3.14t))

The below table shows the maximal diameter of the enclosures and the compu-
tational times for different polynomial degree solutions.

degree maximal diameter computational time
1 0.2 10 sec
2 0.07 30 sec
3 0.03 50 sec
10 0.015 10 min
15 0.009 30 min

Table 3: Maximal diameter and computational time for different polynomial
degree solutions.
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Figure 10: The 2nd order solution of (42)
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7 Conclusion

In this paper we have considered interval and Taylor methods for the purpose
of implementing a validated solver for 1-dimensional non-autonomous ODE’s.
We developed an interval analysis to overcome the inherent limitations of the
computer floating point arithmetic, and we developed a Taylor analysis for the
purpose of automatic differentiation. Our interval methods performs an error
analysis which is implicit to the interval method of function evaluation. We
evaluate functions in such a way that the mathematically correct value is en-
closed by the evaluation. Therefore, we automatically obtain estimates on the
size of the error just by measuring the diameter of the evaluation. A high accu-
racy result is obtained by making an evaluation that results in small diameter
interval. By combining interval and Taylor methods we obtained a validated
automatic differentiation method. Using Taylor’s theorem with interval remain-
der term, we made approximate polynomial interval evaluations. The existence
and uniqueness of solutions to (32) was based on the verification condition (35).
We computed interval enclosures of the solutions by using a higher order Taylor
polynomial with interval remainder term. The Taylor coefficients were computed
using the recursive formula (31). The solution method works for all orders of
the polynomial, which can freely be set at any integer value. By increasing
the order, we increase the accuracy of the enclosure, however, with increased
computational cost.

Our interval operations can only be rigorous if the arithmetic operations and
standard functions, on which they are built, are rigorous. If the arithmetic oper-
ations and the squareroot are of maximal quality, then the implemented interval
arithmetic and interval squareroot is rigorous. However, the MATLAB in-built
standard functions are not rigorous. If we want to rigorously compute the power
xn, then we can, instead of using the built-in power function, multiply x with
itself n times, that is, compute x × x × . . . × x. However, there are available
free programs that do compute with rigorous interval standard functions, for
instance, the MATLAB toolbox INTLAB (INTerval LABoratory), see, [3].

Interval methods provide a natural foundation on which to build mathematically
rigorous numerical computations. This paper has shown that this foundation
can easily be developed and applied (at least for the case of 1-dimensional
ODE’s). These methods should receive attention whenever accuracy and rigor
of numerical computations is a priority.
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8 Source Code

8.1 Interval Methods

function iv = interval(lo, hi)

% Interval Class Constructor
% An interval object has two sub-fields, lo and hi.
% Generation of interval matrix.
% Type conversion from ’tay’ to ’interval’
% from ’double’ to ’interval’

inferiorto(’tay’);

if nargin == 0
error(’No input argument to interval’);

elseif nargin == 1
a = lo;
if isa(a,’interval’)

iv = a;
return

elseif isa(a,’tay’)
lo = a.lo;
hi = a.hi;

elseif isa(a,’double’)
hi = a;

else
error(’Invalid type to interval constructor’);
end

elseif nargin == 2
if ~isa(lo,’double’) | ~isa(hi,’double’)
error(’interval sub-fields must be of type double’);
end
if ~all( lo<=hi )
error(’interval sub-fields do not define an interval: hi < lo’);
end

else
end

% make ’interval’ object
iv.lo = lo;
iv.hi = hi;
iv = class(iv,’interval’);
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function[a,b] = cast(a,b)

% Casts non-intervals to intervals

if ~isa(a,’interval’)
a = interval(a);

end
if ~isa(b,’interval’)

b = interval(b);
end

function result = mid(a)

% midpoint, mid(a), for interval a.
% The smallest floating point number greater or equal to the
% real arithmetic mean of the endpoints.

activeround = roundmode;
setround(+inf);
result = 0.5*( a.hi + a.lo );
setround(activeround);

function result = diam(a)

% Diameter, diam(a), for interval a,
% is the diameter of interval a, in upwards rounding.

rnd = roundmode;
setround(inf);
result = a.hi - a.lo;
setround(rnd);

function result = rad(a)

% Radius, rad(a), for interval a.
% We define the radius of an interval to be the smallest f.p. number
% that is greater or equal to the distance between the midpoint, mid(a),
% and the lower-endpoint a.lo.

m = mid(a);
activeround = roundmode;
setround(+inf);
result = m-a.lo;
setround(activeround);

function result = mag(a)

% Magnitude, for interval a.

result = max( abs(a.lo), abs(a.hi) );
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function result = mig(a)

% Mignitude, for interval a.

result = min( abs(a.lo),abs(a.hi) )*( (a.lo > 0) | (a.hi < 0) );

function result = abs(a)

% Absolute value for interval a.

result = interval(mig(a),mag(a));

function result = lt(a,b)

% Proper inclusion, a<b, for intervals a,b.

[a,b] = cast(a,b);
result = (b.lo<a.lo) & (a.hi<b.hi);

function result = gt(a,b)

% Proper inclusion, a>b, for intervals a,b.

result = b<a ;

function result = le(a,b)

% Inclusion, a<=b, for intervals a,b.

[a,b] = cast(a,b);
result = (b.lo<=a.lo) & (a.hi<=b.hi);

function result = ge(a,b)

% Inclusion, a>=b, for intervals a,b.

result = b<=a;

function result = eq(a,b)

% Equality, a == b, for intervals a,b.

[a,b] = cast(a,b);
result = (a.lo == b.lo) & (a.hi == b.hi);

function result = and(a,b)

% Intersection, a&b, for intervals a,b.

[a,b] = cast(a,b);
result = interval( max( a.lo, b.lo ),min( a.hi, b.hi ));
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function result = or(a,b)

% Hull, a|b, for intervals a,b.

[a,b] = cast(a,b);
result = interval( min(a.lo, b.lo), max(a.hi, b.hi) );

function result = uplus(a)

% Unary plus, +a, for interval a.

result = a;

function result = uminus(a)

% Unary minus, -a, for interval a.

lo = -a.hi;
hi = -a.lo;
result = interval(lo,hi);

function result = plus(a,b)

% Addition, a+b, for intervals a,b.

[a,b] = cast(a,b);

activeround = roundmode;
setround(-inf);
lo = a.lo + b.lo;
setround(+inf);
hi = a.hi + b.hi;
setround(activeround);

result = interval(lo,hi);

function result = minus(a,b)

% Subtraction, a-b, for intervals a,b.

[a,b] = cast(a,b);

activeround = roundmode;
setround(-inf);
lo = a.lo - b.hi;
setround(+inf);
hi = a.hi - b.lo;
setround(activeround);

result = interval(lo,hi);
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function result = mtimes(a,b)

% Multiplication, a*b, for ’interval’ a,b.
% If dimensions of a and b disagree then
% one factor must be 1-dimensional.

[a,b] = cast(a,b);
[m,n] = size(a);
[o,p] = size(b);
dima = m*n;
dimb = o*p;

alo = a.lo; ahi = a.hi;
blo = b.lo; bhi = b.hi;

activeround = roundmode;
if dima == 1 & dimb == 1

[lo,hi] = multiply( alo, ahi, blo ,bhi );

elseif dima == 1 & dimb > 1
lo = zeros(size(blo)); hi = lo;
for i=1:o
for j=1:p
[lo(i,j),hi(i,j)] = multiply( alo, ahi, blo(i,j), bhi(i,j) );
end
end

elseif dima > 1 & dimb == 1
lo = zeros(size(alo)); hi = lo;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
[lo(i,j),hi(i,j)] = multiply( alo(i,j), ahi(i,j), blo, bhi );
end
end

else
error(’If dimensions disagree then one factor must be 1-dimensional’)
end
setround(activeround);

result = interval(lo,hi);

% subfunction
function [lo,hi] = multiply(alo,ahi,blo,bhi)
setround(-inf);
lo = min( [alo*blo, alo*bhi, ahi*blo, ahi*bhi] );
setround(+inf);
hi = max( [alo*blo, alo*bhi, ahi*blo, ahi*bhi] );
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function result = mrdivide(a,b)

% Division, a/b, for ’interval’ a,b.
% If dimensions disagree then one factor must be scalar.

[a,b] = cast(a,b);
[m,n] = size(a);
[o,p] = size(b);
dima = m*n;
dimb = o*p;

alo = a.lo; ahi = a.hi;
blo = b.lo; bhi = b.hi;

if any( 0<=b )
error(’Divisor contains zero.’);

end

activeround = roundmode;
if dima == 1 & dimb == 1

[lo, hi] = divide( alo, ahi, blo ,bhi );

elseif dima == 1 & dimb > 1
lo = zeros(size(blo)); hi = lo;
for i=1:o
for j=1:p
[lo(i,j), hi(i,j)] = divide( alo, ahi, blo(i,j), bhi(i,j) );
end
end

elseif dima > 1 & dimb == 1
lo = zeros(size(alo)); hi = lo;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
[lo(i,j), hi(i,j)] = divide( alo(i,j), ahi(i,j), blo, bhi );
end
end

else
error(’If dimensions disagree then one factor must be scalar’)
end
setround(activeround);

result = interval(lo,hi);

% subfunction
function [lo,hi] = divide(alo, ahi, blo, bhi)
setround(-inf);
lo = min( [alo/blo, alo/bhi, ahi/blo, ahi/bhi] );
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setround(+inf);
hi = max( [alo/blo, alo/bhi, ahi/blo, ahi/bhi] );

function result = sqrt(a)

% sqrt for ’interval’ a
% RIGOROUS

if a.lo>=0
activeround = roundmode;
setround(-inf);
lo = sqrt(a.lo);
setround(+inf);
hi = sqrt(a.hi);
setround(roundmode);
result = interval(lo,hi);

else
error(’Input arguments to interval sqrt must be nonnegative’)
end

function result = exp(a)

% exp for interval a.
% NOT RIGOROUS

activeround = roundmode;
setround(-inf);
lo = exp(a.lo);
setround(+inf);
hi = exp(a.hi);
setround(activeround);

result = interval(lo,hi);

function result = log(a)

% Natural logarithm, log(a), for ’interval’ a.
% log(0) = -inf
% NOT RIGOROUS

if a.lo>=0
activeround=roundmode;
setround(-inf);
lo = log(a.lo);
setround(inf);
hi = log(a.hi);
setround(roundmode)

result = interval(lo,hi);
else
error(’Input argument to interval log must be nonnegative’);
end
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function result = mpower(a,b)

% Exponentiation a^b for intervals a,b.
% Works only with scalar intervals.
% Returns [1,1] if b = [0,0].
% (R.1) IFF b is a thin interval with integer endpoint
% NOT RIGOROUS

[a,b] = cast(a,b);

if (b.lo==b.hi) & (b.lo==floor(b.lo)) % (R.1)
result = intpower(a, b.lo);

else
if a.lo>=0

activeround = roundmode;
setround(-inf);
lo = min( [a.lo^b.lo, a.lo^b.hi, a.hi^b.lo, a.hi^b.hi] );
setround(+inf);
hi = max( [a.lo^b.lo, a.lo^b.hi, a.hi^b.lo, a.hi^b.hi] );
setround(activeround);

result = interval(lo, hi);

%result = exp( b*log(a) );
else
error(’Base contains negative elements and exponent is not integer.’)
end

end

function res = intpower(a,n)

if n>=0
if n == 0

res = interval( ones(size(a)) );
% We define [0,0]^[0,0]=[1,1]

elseif n/2 == floor(n/2) % n even
res = interval( mig(a)^n , mag(a)^n ) ;

else % n odd
activeround = roundmode;
setround(-inf);
lo = a.lo^n;
setround(inf);
hi = a.hi^n;
setround(activeround);
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res = interval(lo, hi) ;

end

else % n negative
if ~( 0<=a )

res = intpower(1/a, -n );
else
error(’Base contains zero and exponent is negative.’)
end

end

function result = sin(a)

% sin(a) for interval a.
% NOT RIGOROUS

per = 2*pi;
shift = floor(a.lo/per)*per; % NOT rigorous
xlo = a.lo - shift;
xhi = a.hi - shift;

x = interval(xlo,xhi);

if diam(a) >= 2*pi
lo = -1; hi = 1;

else
if x.lo < pi/2

if x.hi < pi/2
lo = sin(x.lo);
hi = sin(x.hi);

elseif ( pi/2 <= x.hi ) & ( x.hi < 3*pi/2 )
lo = min( sin(x.lo), sin(x.hi) );
hi = 1;

else % 3*pi/2 <= x.hi
lo = -1;
hi = 1;

end

elseif ( pi/2 <= x.lo ) & ( x.lo < 3*pi/2 )

if x.hi < 3*pi/2
lo = sin(x.hi);
hi = sin(x.lo);

elseif ( 3*pi/2<=x.hi ) & ( x.hi<5*pi/2 )
lo = -1;
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hi = max( sin(x.lo), sin(x.hi) );
else % 5*pi/2<= x.hi

lo = -1;
hi = 1;

end

else% 3*pi/2 <= x.lo

if x.hi < 5*pi/2
lo=sin(x.lo);
hi=sin(x.hi);

elseif ( 5*pi/2 <= x.hi ) & ( x.hi < 7*pi/2 )
hi = 1;
lo = min( sin(x.lo), sin(x.hi) );

else %( 7*pi/2 <= x.hi )
lo = -1;
hi = 1;

end

end
end

result = interval(lo,hi);

function result = cos(a)

% cos(a) for interval a.
% NOT RIGOROUS

result = sin( a + pi/2 );

function result = atan(a)

% atan(a) for interval a.
% NOT RIGOROUS

activeround = roundmode;
setround(-inf);
lo = atan(a.lo);
setround(inf);
hi = atan(a.hi);
setround(activeround);

result = interval(lo,hi);

function result = ctranspose(a)

% Overloading the complex transpose a’ for interval a.

lo = a.lo’;
hi = a.hi’;
result = interval(lo,hi);
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function [m,n] = size(a,dim)

% size(a) for interval a.

if nargout == 2 % [m,n] = size(a)
[m,n] = size(a.lo);

else
if nargin == 1 % m = size(a)

m = size(a.lo);
else

m = size(a.lo,dim); % m = size(a,dim)
end

end

function result = horzcat(varargin)

% Horizontal catenator for interval.

tmp = varargin{1};
lo = tmp.lo;
hi = tmp.hi;
N = length(varargin);
for i=2:N

tmp = varargin{i};
lo = [lo,tmp.lo];
hi = [hi,tmp.hi];

end

result = interval(lo,hi);

function result = vertcat(varargin)

% Vertical catenator for interval.

tmp = varargin{1};
lo = tmp.lo;
hi = tmp.hi;
N = length(varargin);
for i=2:N

tmp = varargin{i};
lo = [lo ; tmp.lo];
hi = [hi ; tmp.hi];

end

result = interval(lo,hi);

function result = subsref(a,s)

% Subscripted reference for interval objects a.
% Enables access to the components of an interval matrix and
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% to the lo and hi subfields from outside the interval methods.

if length(s) == 1

if strcmp(s(1).type,’()’) % subarray(component) access.
% Ex) a(1:3)
lo = a.lo(s(1).subs{:});
hi = a.hi(s(1).subs{:});
result = interval(lo,hi);

elseif strcmp(s(1).type,’.’)
% lo and hi subfield access ( a.lo, a.hi )
if strcmp(s(1).subs,’lo’)

result = a.lo;
elseif strcmp(s(1).subs,’hi’)

result = a.hi;
else
end

else
error(’invalid reference for interval object’)
end

elseif length(s) == 2
% E.g. a(1:3).lo or a.lo(1:3)
if strcmp( s(1).type,’()’ ) & strcmp( s(2).type,’.’ )

% E.g. a(1:3).lo
if strcmp(s(2).subs,’lo’)

result = a.lo(s(1).subs{:});
elseif strcmp(s(2).subs,’hi’)

result = a.hi(s(1).subs{:});
else
end

else % E.g. a.lo(1:3)
if strcmp(s(1).subs,’lo’)

result = a.lo(s(2).subs{:});
elseif strcmp(s(1).subs,’hi’)

result = a.hi(s(2).subs{:});
else
end

end

end

function result = subsasgn(a,s,b)

% Subscripted assignment for interval a
% Enables assignment of the components of an interval matrix
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% and the lo and hi subfields from outside the interval methods.

if length(s) == 1

if strcmp(s(1).type,’()’)
% subarray(component) assignment. Ex) a(1:3) = b
% b must be ’interval’

a.lo(s(1).subs{:}) = b.lo;
a.hi(s(1).subs{:}) = b.hi;

elseif strcmp(s(1).type,’.’)
% lo and hi subfield assignment ( a.lo = b, or, a.hi = b )
% b must be ’double’

if strcmp(s(1).subs,’lo’)
a.lo = b;

elseif strcmp(s(1).subs,’hi’)
a.hi = b;

else
end

else
error(’invalid reference for interval object’)
end

elseif length(s) == 2
% E.g. a(1:3).lo = b , or, a.lo(1:3) = b
% b must be ’double’
if strcmp( s(1).type,’()’ ) & strcmp( s(2).type,’.’ )
% E.g. a(1:3).lo = b

if strcmp(s(2).subs,’lo’)
a.lo(s(1).subs{:}) = b;

elseif strcmp(s(2).subs,’hi’)
a.hi(s(1).subs{:}) = b;

else
end

else % E.g. a.lo(1:3) = b
if strcmp(s(1).subs,’lo’)

a.lo(s(2).subs{:}) = b;
elseif strcmp(s(1).subs,’hi’)

a.hi(s(2).subs{:}) = b;
else
end

end

else
end

result = interval(a.lo,a.hi);

function display(a)
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% Displays ’interval’ a in Command window

[m,n] = size(a);
disp( [inputname(1),’ = ’] );

if m>1 & n>1
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
fprintf(’ [%17.17f, %17.17f]\t’, a.lo(i,j), a.hi(i,j));
end
fprintf(’\n\n\n’); %newline newline newline
end

elseif m>1 & n==1
for i=1:m
fprintf(’ [%17.17f, %17.17f]\n’, a.lo(i), a.hi(i));
end

elseif m==1 & n>1
for i=1:n
fprintf(’ [%17.17f, %17.17f] ’, a.lo(i), a.hi(i));
end

elseif m==1 & n==1
fprintf(’ [%17.17f, %17.17f]\n’, a.lo, a.hi);

elseif m==0 | n==0 % empty interval matrix
fprintf(’empty interval matrix’);

else
end
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8.2 Taylor methods

function t = tay(lo,hi)

% tay Class Constructor.
% A tay object has two sub-fields, lo and hi.
% Generator of nx1 tay vectors
% Type conversion from ’interval’ to ’tay’
% from ’double’ to ’tay’

superiorto(’interval’);

if nargin == 0
error(’no input argument to tay’);

elseif nargin == 1
a = lo;
if isa(a,’tay’)

t = a;
return

elseif isa(a,’interval’)
if size(a,2)>1
error(’tay objects must have dimensions nx1’);
else

lo = a.lo;
hi = a.hi;

end
elseif isa(a,’double’)

if size(a,2)>1
error(’tay must have dimensions nx1’);
else

hi = lo;
end

else
error(’Invalid class for input argument to tay.’);
end

elseif nargin == 2
if ~isa(lo,’double’) | ~isa(hi,’double’)
error(’tay sub-fields must be of type double’);
end
if any(size(lo) ~= size(hi)) | size(lo,2)>1 | size(hi,2)>1
error(’lo and hi tay sub-fields must have same dimension nx1’)
end
if ~all( lo <= hi )
error(’tay sub-fields do not define an interval: hi < lo’);
end

else
end

%make tay type
t.lo = lo;
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t.hi = hi;
t = class(t,’tay’);

function result = and(a,b)

% Intersection, a&b, for tay a,b.

a = interval(a);
b = interval(b);
result = tay( and(a,b) );

function result = or(a,b)

% Hull, a|b, for tay a,b.

a = interval(a);
b = interval(b);
result = tay( a|b );

function result = uminus(a)

% Unary minus, -a, for tay a.

lo = -a.hi;
hi = -a.lo;
result = tay(lo, hi);

function result = uplus(a)

% Unary plus, +a, for tay a.

result = a;

function result = plus(a,b)

% Addition, a+b, for tay a,b.

a = interval(a);
b = interval(b);
m = size(a,1); n = size(b,1);

if m==n
result = tay(a+b);

elseif m==1 & 1<n
b(1) = a + b(1); result = tay(b);

elseif n==1 & 1<m
a(1) = a(1) + b; result = tay(a);

else
error(’if dimensions not same then one term must be one-dimesional’);
end
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function result = minus(a,b)

% Subtraction, a-b, for tay a,b.

a = interval(a);
b = interval(b);
m = size(a,1); n = size(b,1);

if m==n
result = tay( a - b );

elseif m==1 & 1<n
b = -b;
b(1) = a + b(1); result = tay(b);

elseif n==1 & 1<m
a(1) = a(1) - b; result = tay(a);

else
error(’if dimensions not same then one term must be one-dimesional’);
end

function result = mtimes(a,b)

% Multiplication, a*b, for tay a,b.

a = interval(a);
b = interval(b);
m = size(a,1); n = size(b,1);

if m==n
h = a;
o = interval(0);

for k=1:n
s = o;
for i=1:k

s = s + a(i)*b(k-i+1);
end
h(k) = s;

end

result = tay(h);

elseif (m==1 & 1<n) | (n==1 & 1<m)
result = tay(a*b);

else
error(’if dimensions not same then one factor must be one-dimesional’);
end

function result = mrdivide(a,b)
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% Division, a/b, for tay objects a,b.

a = interval(a);
b = interval(b);
m = size(a,1);
n = size(b,1);

if 0 <= b(1)
error(’Division by zero: Divisor contains zero’);
end

if m == n
o = interval(0);
h = a;
h(1) = a(1)/b(1);
if n>=2
for k=2:n

s = o;
for i=1:k-1

s = s + h(i)*b(k-i+1);
end
h(k) = ( a(k) - s )/b(1);

end
end
result = tay(h);

elseif m==1 & 1<n % a is constant
a = [ a; interval( zeros(n-1,1) ) ];
result = a/tay(b); % jump to the

% m==n case.
elseif n==1 & 1<m % b is constant

result = tay( a/b );
else
error(’If dimensions disagree then one factor must be 1-dimensional’);
end

function result = sqrt(a)

% Square root, sqrt(a), for tay a.

a = interval(a);
n = size(a,1);
h = interval( ones(n,1) );

if a(1).lo < 0
error(’First component of argument to tay sqrt must be nonnegative’);
else

h(1) = sqrt(a(1));
if n >= 2
h(2) = 0.5*a(2)/sqrt(a(1));
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end
if n >= 3

for k = 2:n
s = interval(0);
for i = 1:k-2

s = s + i*h(i+1)*h(k-i);
end
h(k) = ( 0.5*(k-1)*a(k)-s )/( (k-1)*h(1) );

end
end
result = tay(h);

end

function result = exp(a)

% Natural exponent, exp(a) for tay a.

a = interval(a);
n = size(a,1);
h = interval( ones(n,1) );

h(1) = exp(a(1));
for k=2:n

s = interval(0);
for j=1:k-1

s = s + j*a(j+1)*h(k-j);
end
h(k) = s/(k-1);

end

result = tay(h);

function result = log(a)

% Natural logarithm, log, for tay a.

a = interval(a);
n = size(a,1);
h = interval( ones(n,1) ); % preallocation

if a(1).lo > 0
h(1) = log(a(1));
if n>=2, h(2) = a(2)/a(1); end
if n>=3

for k=3:n
s = interval(0);
for j=1:k-2

s = s + j*a(k-j)*h(j+1);
end
h(k) = ( a(k) - s/(k-1) )/a(1);
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end
end
result = tay(h);

else
error(’First component of argument to tay log must be positive’)
end

function result = mpower(a,b)

% Exponentiation, a^b, for tay a,b.
% The computation of a^b is better if exponent b is integer.
% We can compute a^2 for any a.
% To compute a^n, for n>=3 we must have 0 outside a.
% To compute a^b, for general a, b, we must have a nonnegative.

a = interval(a);

if isa(b,’double’)
n = b;
m = size(a,1);

if n == 0
result = const(1,m);

elseif n == 1
result = tay(a);

elseif n == 2
h = interval( ones(m,1) );
h(1) = a(1)^2;
if m == 1, result = tay(h);
else

for k = 2:m
s = interval(0);
for i = 1:k-1
s = s + i*a(i+1)*a(k-i);
end
h(k) = (2*s)/(k-1);

end
result = tay(h);

end
else

if ~( 0 <= a(1) )
h = interval( ones(m,1) );
o = interval(0);

h(1) = a(1)^n;
if m == 1, result = tay(h);
else

for k = 1:m-1
s = o;
for i = 0:k-1
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s = s + ( n*(k-i)-i )*h(i+1)*a(k-i+1);
end
h(k+1) = s/( k*a(1) );
end
result = tay(h);

end
else
error(’Base includes zero. Taylor coeff. incomputable ’)
end

end
else % b is ’interval’ or ’tay’

if a(1).lo >= 0
if ~isa(a,’tay’), a = tay(a); end
if ~isa(b,’tay’), b = tay(b); end
result = exp( b*log(a) );

else
error(’The base must be nonnegative. Taylor coefficient incomputable’)
end

end

function result = sin(a)

% sin(a) for tay a.

a = interval(a);
n = size(a,1);
f = interval( ones(n,1) );
g = f;

f(1) = sin(a(1));
g(1) = cos(a(1));

for k=2:n
s = interval(0);
t = s;
for j=1:k-1

s = s + j*a(j+1)*g(k-j);
t = t + j*a(j+1)*f(k-j);

end
f(k) = s/(k-1);
g(k) = -t/(k-1);

end

result = tay(f);

function result = cos(a)

% cos(a) for tay a.
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a = interval(a);
n = size(a,1);
f = interval( ones(n,1) );
g = f;

f(1) = sin(a(1));
g(1) = cos(a(1));

for k=2:n
s = interval(0);
t = s;
for j=1:k-1

s = s + j*a(j+1)*g(k-j);
t = t + j*a(j+1)*f(k-j);

end
f(k) = s/(k-1);
g(k) = -t/(k-1);

end

result = tay(g);

function result = tan(a)

% tan(a) for tay a.

f = interval( cos(a)^2 );
a = interval(a);
n = size(a,1);
h = interval( ones(n,1) );

ca1 = cos(a(1));
if 0 <= ca1

error(’Division by zero’)
else

h(1) = sin(a(1))/cos(a(1));
if n >= 2

h(2) = a(2)/f(1) ;
end

if n >= 3
for k=3:n

s = interval(0);
for j=1:k-2

s = s + j*h(j+1)*f(k-j);
end
h(k) = ( a(k) - s/(k-1) )/f(1);

end
end
result = tay(h);
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end

function result = horzcat(varargin)

% Horizontal catenator for tay.
% See remark in vertcat for ’interval’.
% Needed for [a].

tmp = varargin{1};
lo = tmp.lo;
hi = tmp.hi;
N = length(varargin);
for i=2:N

tmp = varargin{i};
lo = [lo,tmp.lo];
hi = [hi,tmp.hi];

end

result = tay(lo,hi);

function h = vertcat(varargin)

% Vertical catenation for tay.
% See remark in vertcat for ’interval’.

tmp = varargin{1};
lo = tmp.lo;
hi = tmp.hi;
N = length(varargin);
for i=2:N

tmp = varargin{i};
lo = [lo ; tmp.lo];
hi = [hi ; tmp.hi];

end

h = tay(lo,hi);

function result = subsref(a,s)

% Overloads subscripted reference for ’tay’ objects a.
% Gives access to the components of a tay vector,
% and gives access to the lo and hi subfields(from
% outside the tay methods).

if length(s) == 1

if strcmp(s(1).type,’()’)
% subarray(component) access. Ex) a(1:3)

lo = a.lo(s(1).subs{:});
hi = a.hi(s(1).subs{:});
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result = tay(lo,hi); % subarrays of a tay array, are tay

elseif strcmp(s(1).type,’.’)
% lo and hi subfield access ( a.lo, a.hi )
if strcmp(s(1).subs,’lo’)

result = a.lo;
elseif strcmp(s(1).subs,’hi’)

result = a.hi;
else
end

else
error(’invalid index for tay object’)
end

elseif length(s) == 2 % E.g. a(1:3).lo or a.lo(1:3)
if strcmp( s(1).type,’()’ ) & strcmp( s(2).type,’.’ )

% E.g. a(1:3).lo

if strcmp(s(2).subs,’lo’)
result = a.lo(s(1).subs{:});

elseif strcmp(s(2).subs,’hi’)
result = a.hi(s(1).subs{:});

else
end

else % E.g. a.lo(1:3)
if strcmp(s(1).subs,’lo’)

result = a.lo(s(2).subs{:});
elseif strcmp(s(1).subs,’hi’)

result = a.hi(s(2).subs{:});
else
end

end

end

function result = subsasgn(a,s,b)

% Subscript assignment for tay.

a = interval(a);
if isa(b,’tay’)
% Convert from ’tay’ to ’interval’. If b is ’double’ no type change.

b = interval(b);
end
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result = tay( subsasgn(a,s,b) );
% Calls subsasgn for ’interval’ and then converts to ’tay’.

function [m,n] = size(a,dim)

% Overloads size(a) for ’tay’ a.
% dim argument optional.

if nargout == 2 % [m,n] = size(a)
[m,n] = size(a.lo);

else
if nargin == 1 % m = size(a)

m = size(a.lo);
else

m = size(a.lo,dim); % m = size(a,dim)
end

end

function result = length(a)

% Overloading lenght for ’tay’ objects a.

result = length(a.lo);

function display(t)

% Output to Command window for ’tay’ objects t

[m,n] = size(t);
disp( [inputname(1),’ = ’] );

if m>1 & n==1
for i=1:m
fprintf(’ [%17.17f, %17.17f]\n’, t.lo(i), t.hi(i));
end

elseif m==1 & n>1
for i=1:n
fprintf(’ [%17.17f, %17.17f] ’, t.lo(i), t.hi(i));
end

elseif m==1 & n==1
fprintf(’ [%17.17f, %17.17f]\n’, t.lo, t.hi);

elseif m==0 | n==0 % empty interval matrix
fprintf(’Empty tay’);

else
end
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8.3 Other files

function rnd = roundmode

% Returns active rounding mode.

s = 1e-20; % s < eps/2
if 1-s == 1+s % round to nearest

rnd = 0.5;
elseif 1+s == 1 & -1+s == -1 % round to -inf

rnd = -inf;
elseif 1-s == 1 % round to inf

rnd = inf;
else

rnd = 0; % round to zero
end

function setround(rnd)

% Sets rounding mode.
% +inf upward,
% -inf downward
% 0.5 to nearest
% 0 to zero

system_dependent(’setround’,rnd);

function result = shift(a,n)

% Shifts n floating point spaces
% upwards if n > 0
% downwards if n < 0

ita = 2^(-1074); % ita = 2^(-52)*2^-(1-1023)
activeround = roundmode;
if n > 0

setround(inf);
for i = 1:n

a = a + ita;
end

elseif n < 0
setround(-inf);
for i = 1:-n

a = a - ita;
end

else
end
setround(activeround);
result = a;

function x = var(a,n)
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% Constructs n-dimensional ’tay’ variable
% from one-dimensional input a
% in {’interval’, ’tay’, ’double’}

[i,j] = size(a);
if i==1 & j==1

x = tay( zeros(n,1) );
x(1) = tay(a);
if n >= 2, x(2) = tay(1); end

else
error(’Input argument to tay var must be 1-dimensional’)
end

function c = const(a,n)

% Constructs n-dimensional tay constant
% from one-dimensional input a
% in {’interval’, ’tay’, ’double’}

[i,j] = size(a);
if i==1 & j==1

c = tay( zeros(n,1) );
c(1) = tay(a);

else
error(’Input argument to tay const must be 1-dimensional’)
end

function result = tay2der(f)

% Multiplies the k’th taylor coefficient with k!.
% Result is an ’interval’ vector of derivatives( NOT ’tay’ type ).

f = interval(f);
n = size(f,1);
d = f;
s = 1;
for i=2:n

s = (i-1)*s;
d(i) = s*f(i);

end

result = d; % result ’interval’

function result = tayenclose(xiv,n,npts)

% xiv = [x_0,x_1]
% n = polynomial degree
% npts = number of points in xiv to plot

% This MATLAB function makes an nth degree Taylor approximation with
% interval remainder of the function f, on the interval xiv.
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y = var(xiv,n+1);
R = f(1,y);
Restcoeff = interval(R(n+1));

y = var(xiv.lo, n);
T = interval(f(1,y));
x = linspace(xiv.lo, xiv.hi, npts);
encl = interval(zeros(npts,1)); % prealloc

for i=1:npts
dx = interval( x(i) ) - interval(xiv.lo);
s = interval(0);
for j=1:n

s = s + T(j)*dx^(j-1);
end
encl(i) = s + Restcoeff*dx^n;

end

plot(x,encl.lo,’b-’)
hold on
plot(x,encl.hi,’r-’)
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8.4 ODE solver

function result = odeiv3(tstart, tend, initialinterval, degree)

%_______________________________________________________
%
% Computes interval solution to the initial value problem
%
% x’ = f(t,x), x(tstart) = initialinterval
%
% over the time interval [tstart,tend],
% using a degree Taylor polynomial method.
%
%
% f.m - Function file containing the code
% for the right-hand-side function f.
% INPUT ARGUMENTS:

% degree - Polynomial degree of the Taylor method
% initialival - The initial interval.
% Allowable types: ’double’, ’interval’.
% If initiainiterval is ’double’ then it is
% converted to a thin ’interval’.
% tstart - initialtime.
% tend - endtime
%____________________________________________________________________
%

global T0 T1 x0 t x i prev dt_save Blo_save Bhi_save reply

T0 = tstart; T1 = tend;
x0 = initialinterval;
x0 = interval(x0); % If ’double’ then

% converted to a thin ’interval’.
deg = degree;

%_______________________________________
% Global variable prev for the box construction sub-function
% prev = 2x2 matrix where the upper row contains parameters for the upper
% bound, and the lower row contains parameters for the lower bound.

dt_prev_lo = 0.5; rad_prev_lo = 1;
dt_prev_hi = 0.5; rad_prev_hi = 1;

prev = [dt_prev_hi, rad_prev_hi; dt_prev_lo, rad_prev_lo];

%_______________________________________
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disp(’____________________’)
disp(’ ’)
disp(’...running odeiv3...’)
disp(’ ’)
disp(’____________________’)

%___________________________
% Loop control constants

nloops = 2000; % Upper limit for the number passes
% through the main loop.

timelimit = 5*60; % Upper run time for timer tic/toc;
% in seconds.

reply = ’y’; % User reply for continuation of solution.

%__________________________

t = zeros(nloops,1); % Prealloc. of time vector
t(1) = T0;

x = interval( zeros( size(t) ) ); % and interval solution.
x(1) = x0;

dt_save = interval( zeros( size(t) ) );
Blo_save = interval( zeros( size(t) ) );
Bhi_save = interval( zeros( size(t) ) );

%_________________________

tic
i = 0;
while t(i+1) < T1

i = i + 1;
if toc > timelimit

output(1);
if reply == ’y’,
tic % restart timer
else
return
end

end

%___________________________
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xi = x(i);
[dtlo, Blo] = box(t(i), xi.lo, 1);
if diam(Blo) == inf, output(3); return; end

[dthi, Bhi] = box(t(i), xi.hi, 2);
if diam(Bhi) == inf, output(3); return; end

dt = min(dtlo, dthi);
if dt == 0, output(2); return; end

%____________________________

[t(i+1), dt] = tstep(t(i),dt);

% Save verified box i
dt_save(i) = interval(t(i), t(i+1));
Blo_save(i) = Blo;
Bhi_save(i) = Bhi;

%____________________________

Rlo = coeff(t(i), Blo, deg+1);
restcflo = interval( Rlo(deg+1+1) );

Rhi = coeff(t(i), Bhi, deg+1);
restcfhi = interval( Rhi(deg+1+1) );

ylo = coeff(t(i), xi.lo, deg); ylo = interval(ylo);
yhi = coeff(t(i), xi.hi, deg); yhi = interval(yhi);

%_____________________________

slo = interval(0);
shi = slo;
for k=0:deg

slo = slo + ylo(k+1)*(dt^k);
shi = shi + yhi(k+1)*(dt^k);

end

L = slo + restcflo*( dt^(deg+1) );
H = shi + restcfhi*( dt^(deg+1) );
x(i+1) = interval( L.lo, H.hi );

%_________________________________

end % main loop
output(4);
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%___________________
%
% - subfunctions -
% box
% tstep
% coeff
% output
%
%____________________

%________________________________

% box
%_________________________________
function [dt,B1] = box(t0, xinit, lh)

%______________________________
%
% Verifies existence and uniqueness
% of solutions to the IVP
%
% x’ = f(t,x)
% x(t0) = xinit
%
%
%
% Input: t0 = initial time
% xinit = x(i).lo or x(i).hi
% lh = 1 or 2, where 1 means lower and
% 2 means higher.
% Row index for global variable prev.
%
% Output: If verification successful,
% returns positive stepsize dt (’double’)
% and nonempty interval B1 (’interval’)
%
% If verification unsuccesful,
% returns stepsize dt = 0 or B1 = [-inf, inf].
%
%__________________________________

global prev

rad_max = inf; % maximal radius
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rad_min = 0.01; % minimal radius

dt_min = 0.0001; % minimal steplength
dt_max = 0.5; % maximal steplength
dt_good = dt_max/2; % good steplength

% Multipliers for box modification

s_d = 0.8; % steplength decrease factor
s_i = 1.1; % steplength increase factor
r_i = 1.1; % radius increase factor
r_d = 0.9; % radius decrease factor

dt = prev(lh,1);
ro = prev(lh,2);
B = interval( xinit - ro, xinit + ro );
% Try symmetric around xinit with same radius as
% previous successful iterate.

% SEARCH for a box dtxB UNTIL too THIN or too HIGH
verified = logical(0);
while (~verified) & (dt >= dt_min) & (ro <= rad_max)

B1 = xinit + interval(0,dt)*f( interval(t0,t0+dt), B );
verified = ( B1 <= B );
if ~verified

dt = s_d*dt;
ro = r_i*ro;

end
B = interval( xinit - ro, xinit + ro );

end

if verified
while verified & ro>rad_min

dt_ver = dt;
ro_ver = ro;
B1_ver = B1;

if dt < dt_good
dt = min(s_i*dt, dt_max);

else
ro = r_d*ro;

end
B = interval(xinit-ro, xinit+ro);
B1 = xinit + interval(0,dt)*f(interval(t0,t0+dt),B);
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verified = ( B1 <= B );
end
prev(lh,:)=[dt_ver,ro_ver];
dt = dt_ver;
B1 = B1_ver;

elseif dt < dt_min
dt = 0;

else % ro>rad_max)
B1 = interval(-inf,inf);

end

%_________________________________________

function [t1, dtiv] = tstep(t0,dt)
%__________________________________________
% Output:
% Correctly rounded down nexttime t(i+1)
% of type ’double’ , and,
% interval difference dt = t(i+1) - t(i)
% of type ’interval’.
%___________________________________________

global T1

activeround = roundmode;
setround(-inf);
t1 = t0 + dt; % Computed under rounding down
if t1 > T1, t1 = T1; end
dt_lo = t1 - t0;
setround(+inf);
dt_hi = t1 - t0;
setround(activeround);
dtiv = interval(dt_lo, dt_hi);

% end
%______________________________________________

function coefficients = coeff(t0, z, deg)
%_______________________________________________
%
% f = name of function file coding f
%
% Input:
% t0 = initial time t(i)
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% z = x(i).lo, x(i).hi (’double’)
% or, Blo, Bhi (’interval’)
% deg = degree of polynomial part
%
% Output:
% (deg+1) x 1 interval vector enclosing
% all Taylor coefficients,from the lowest
% order 0 to the highest order deg.
%
% The Taylor coefficient vector y is computed
% recursively with the recursion formula
% y(1) = z;
% h = f( [y(1),...,y(i-1)] );
% y(i) = h(i-1)/(i-1); ,i >= 2
% ________________________________________________

y = tay( zeros(deg+1, 1) );
z = tay(z);
t0 = var(t0,deg+1);
y(1) = z;
for i=2:deg+1

h = f(t0(1:length(z)),z);
y(i) = h(i-1)/(i-1);
z = [z;y(i)];

end

coefficients = y;
%__________________________________________________

function e = output(nr)
% Handles output to screen

global t x i dt_save Blo_save Bhi_save reply

if nr == 1
format long;
x(1:i),
t(1:i),

reply = input(’Main loop stopped, Upper time limit reached. Continue? y/n: ’, ’s’);
if isempty(reply)

reply = ’y’;
end

elseif nr == 2
disp(’ ’);
disp(’Minimum stepsize, dtmin, reached.’),
disp(’Verification up to endtime NOT SUCCESSFUL’);
disp(’ ’);
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format long
x(1:i),
t(1:i),
plotiv1( t(1:i), x(1:i));

elseif nr == 3
disp(’ ’);
disp(’Maximum width, maxwidth, reached.’),
disp(’Verification up to endtime NOT SUCCESSFUL’);
disp(’ ’);

format long
x(1:i),
t(1:i),

elseif nr == 4
disp(’ ’);
disp(’Verification up to endtime SUCCESSFUL’);
disp(’ ’);

format long
x(1:i+1),
t(1:i+1),
maxwidth = max( diam( x(1:i+1) ) );
fprintf(’ Maximal width of intervalsolution = %17.17f\t’, maxwidth);

plotiv1( t(1:i+1), x(1:i+1));

for j=1:i+1
boxcoloring(dt_save(j), Blo_save(j),[0 0 1]);
boxcoloring(dt_save(j), Bhi_save(j),[1 0 0]);

end

%matlabsolver;
else
end

%_______________________________________
% Plot subfunctions
%_______________________________________

function plotiv1(t,x)
%clf
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figure(1)
plot( t, x.hi,’-r.’,’linewidth’,1);
hold on
plot( t, x.lo,’-b.’,’linewidth’,1);

function boxcoloring(I, J, RGB)
% Input arguments ’interval’ I,J.
% The box IxJ is colored with color specified by the RGB triplet.

a = [I.lo, I.hi, I.hi, I.lo];
b = [J.lo, J.lo, J.hi, J.hi];
patch(a, b, RGB);
alpha(0.1);

function matlabsolver
global T0 T1 x0
[t,ylo] = ode45(@f, [T0 T1], x0.lo);
[t,yhi] = ode45(@f, [T0 T1], x0.hi);
plot(t,ylo(:,1),’--g’);
hold on
plot(t,yhi(:,1),’--g’);
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